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1. OVERVIEW
1.1

Scope of Manual

This service manual covers the following machines:-

LF PLUS, TA PLUS, LRX PLUS,
LR5K PLUS and LR10K PLUS machines.
Note that the TA Plus (Texture Analyzer) is an LF Plus configured specifically for Food
Testing Applications and is covered by the LF Plus information in this manual.
The basic machine specifications are shown below. Extended travel versions are also available.
MACHINE
LF Plus / TA Plus
LRX Plus
LR5K Plus
LR10K Plus

1.2

MAXIMUM LOAD
1 kN
5 kN
5 kN
10 kN

CROSSHEAD TRAVEL
500 mm
735 mm
1000 mm
1000 mm

MAXIMUM SPEED
1270 mm/min
1000 mm/min
1000 mm/min
500 mm/min

Identification of Easy Test Machines

These machines are fitted with a small control panel which contains a 4 line backlit LCD
display together with a blue and grey alphanumeric keypad. The machine type and
program version number is shown on the display when the machine is first switched on.
1.3

General

The Lloyd Instruments LF Plus and LRX Plus machines are single column loading frames and the
LR5K Plus and LR10K Plus machines are twin column loading frames. They are all microprocessor
controlled, bench mounted universal materials testing machines which are fitted with a 32 bit
microprocessor, an XLC loadcell, 16 bit Analogue to Digital converter and 2 movable limit stops.
The machine measures two parameters during the sample test mode. These are the load applied
to the test sample, by moving the crosshead, together with the crosshead movement during the
test. The load signal is analogue and is converted into data using a 16 Bit ADC but the extension
signal is digital. Both types of signal are measured at 1000 Hertz so the load and extension values
are available at a data rate of 1000 readings per second.
If an Analogue External Extensometer is used, the load and extension analogue voltages are
multiplexed before being converted so the load data rate and the extensometer data rate are both
500 readings a second. The digital encoder is still read at the normal speed of 1000 readings per
second.
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If a Digital External Extensometer is used, the encoder and extensometer digital signals are
sequentially measured so the encoder data rate and the extensometer data rate are both 500
readings a second. The load is still read at the normal speed of 1000 readings per second.
The crosshead speed is controlled by a motor drive system using feedback from a high resolution
encoder. The machine is controlled locally by selecting test parameters on the tactile feel
membrane keypad on the control panel. The test set-up information and test results are shown
on a high definition 4 line by 40 character back-lit alpha-numeric LCD display whose contrast is
adjusted by RV1 on the console PCB.

1.4

Battery Memory (RAM)

The test setup information is retained in the RAM so that the predefined set-ups are ready for use
when the machine is switched on and the previous test data is also stored in the RAM so that
statistics may be calculated over a time period. The RAM stores this information when the
machine is switched off by maintaining backup power to it from a lithium battery built into the
RAM device.
If the information in the RAM becomes corrupted, for example by excessive voltage surges or
spikes on the mains supply etc. the machine may operate incorrectly and the RAM should be
erased to remove any previous information. The RAM can only be erased by an EPROM software
routine called a RAM DUMP, which not only erases the information in the RAM but also
automatically creates three standard test set-ups called LIMIT TEST, CYCLE TEST and BREAK
TEST.
The RAM is cleared by pressing the RIGHT HAND key under the display when the Company
Name (e.g. Lloyd Instruments) is shown on the display after switching the machine on.
It is important to note that ALL the user defined test set-ups and TEST DATA will be
erased by this procedure so the customer should be informed and asked to save any
data BEFORE performing a RAM DUMP. For safety, a confirmation message is
requested when the RIGHT HAND key is pressed.
Note that if the RAM is REPLACED for any reason, its internal time clock MUST be set to the
correct time by connecting the machine to a computer then starting the NEXYGEN Software
Console. When this console communicates with the MT Control PCB, the clock in the RAM will
be set to the computers current time.

1.5

Changing a Loadcell

The machine is fitted with an S Type XLC loadcell which is fitted underneath the moving
crosshead using a vertical bolt. The loadcell may be easily interchanged by one of a different value
by disconnecting the plug and unscrewing the mounting bolt. Note that the size of the thread on
the bolt depends upon the loadcell value.
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1.6

Computer Control

The machine is fitted with an integral RS232 interface which can be used to output test data from
the machine to a Serial Printer, Datalogger or to Windows Hyperterminal. The machine can also
be fully controlled by the Lloyd Instruments NEXYGEN Software program, with or without the
Ondio Setup Editor. This software fully complies with the Windows 95/98/2000/NT philosophy
and offers all of the features associated with these operating systems.
The software consists of a control ENGINE with pre-programmed MACROS which can be
written by Lloyd Instruments Ltd. to perform almost any type of test. The program will control
the machine, display a graph during a test and automatically calculate the required test results at
the end of a test.
1.7

Electronic PCB's

The LF Plus and LRX Plus machines contain 3 electronic circuit boards, a loadcell with integral
amplifier inside the loadcell plug and a switch mode power supply. The Console PCB is mounted
behind the control panel and the crosshead PCB is mounted on the moving crosshead. The MT
Control PCB (with microprocessor and analogue circuits), Motor Drive PCB and power supply
module are all mounted under the base cover(s).
The other machines contain 2 electronic circuit boards, a loadcell with integral amplifier inside the
loadcell plug and a switch mode power supply. The Console PCB is mounted in the integral
control console. The MT Control PCB (with microprocessor and analogue circuits), Motor Drive
PCB and power supply module are all mounted under the base cover.
It is important to note that the MT Control PCB is a multi-layer PCB which is fitted with
surface mounted components so is NOT field repairable. If this PCB fails, the only
course of action is to replace it with a new one, so it is recommended to keep a spare
MT Control PCB in your service stock.
A numerical list of PCB's is shown below:04/1370
04/1401
04/1403
04/1408
04/1416
04/1417
04/1419
04/1426
04/1431
PSU/0390/00

Loadcell Amplifier (contained inside the loadcell plug)
MT Control PCB
Console PCB
Extensometer Amplifier (contained inside the extensometer plug)
Medium Power Drive PCB
LRX Plus Crosshead PCB
Plotter Interface PCB
Low Power Drive PCB
LF Plus Crosshead PCB
Digital and Analogue Switch Mode Power Supply Unit

A block diagram is shown in figure 1
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1.8

Load Measuring System

The load measuring system consists of a strain gauge loadcell, which is physically connected to the
test specimen in the loading frame, a loadcell amplifier and a 16 bit ADC (Analogue to Digital
Converter). The sample is mounted between the moving and lower crossheads of the machine
and the required load is applied to it by moving the upper crosshead either upwards or
downwards.
The loadcell bridge is energised by a stable 4V DC supply from the MT Control PCB and will give a
potential difference of 8mV when its rated load is applied to it. This output is amplified by a low
noise DC amplifier which is inside the loadcell 15 pin D plug which also contains an EEPROM
which stores the loadcell value and calibration information.
The nominal output of this amplifier is 0 volts with no load applied, rising to +8.0 volts for
maximum tensile load and falling to -8.0 volts for maximum compressive load. The analogue
output of this amplifier is converted into 16 bit data by the ADC on the MT Control PCB which is
mounted on the base panel of an LRX Plus machine or on the rear right hand side panel of the
other machines.
The load measuring system has 2 overload protection features. The first is a software overload,
which will stop the machine if the displayed load exceeds 105% of the loadcell value. The second
is a hardware overload circuit, which will stop the machine if the absolute loadcell output exceeds
approx. 120% of the loadcell value. Therefore, the maximum rated load can ONLY be achieved if
the absolute loadcell offset and the offset introduced by the grips is less than 20% of the loadcell
value.
Note that each occurrence of a loadcell being overloaded by more than 20% is recorded in the
loadcell EEPROM and may be viewed using the diagnostic mode.
The LF Plus machine can use a Chatillon Digital Force gauge in place of an XLC loadcell.
The LF Plus machine will then read the load (force) readings from the gauge via a dedicated RS232
connection which connects to the gauge connector on the moving crosshead. A +7V5 DC power
supply is provided on the moving crosshead for powering the gauge if required.
1.9

Extension Measuring System

The machine is fitted with a digital encoder which is used to provide the crosshead extension
measurement and also to control the motor speed. The encoder is connected to the top of the
leadscrew on an LF Plus machine, directly to the motor shaft on an LRX Plus machine or belt
driven from the motor shaft on the other machines. The encoder pulses are counted in an
up/down counter to provide a high resolution extension measurement.
The crosshead movement is normally used to calculate the sample elongation but an external
extensometer may be required when testing dumbbell samples etc.
An External Extensometer may be directly connected to the machine via the 25 way D socket on
the rear of the machine. This socket will accept either an ANALOGUE or DIGITAL
extensometer.
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The 25 way D plug on the extensometer lead contains a small PCB which is fitted with an
EEPROM which stores the extensometer calibration information. The PCB also contains a DC
amplifier with 4 fixed ranges and a stable strain gauge excitation voltage so is suitable for use with a
self powered extensometer, a strain gauge extensometer, an LVDT or an encoder.
Note that Embedded V2 or later MUST be used before ANY extensometer can be used.
1.10

Crosshead Drive System

A DC permanent magnet motor moves the crosshead via a gearbox and a toothed timing belt.
The motor is powered by a PWM Driver IC which is fed with a PWM signal from the Control
PCB. The motor speed is controlled by feeding the motor encoder signals to the Control PCB
which then calculates the required PWM.
The LF Plus machine is fitted with a Low Power Drive PCB but the other machines are fitted with
a Medium Power Drive PCB.
1.11

Power Supplies

The machine contains 2 power supplies, which are the Digital and Analogue Switch Mode Power
Supply and the transformer for the Motor Drive Supply.
The Motor Drive PCB contains an EEPROM which is programmed with the machine type and its
serial number. If this PCB is replaced during servicing, the new PCB MUST be programmed
with the relevant data as shown in Diagnostic Mode section.

1.12

User Limit Switches

The LRX Plus is fitted with two normally open magnetic switches on the right hand side of the
moving crosshead which are operated by magnets inside the user adjustable limit pointers. These
adjustable limits are used to define the maximum crosshead travel so should be positioned to
protect the grips and loadcell etc.
The other machines are fitted with two normally closed microswitches under the front cover
which are operated by the vertical limit rod on the left-hand side of the crosshead. The limit rod is
fitted with two fixed collars to define the maximum crosshead travel to protect the fixed parts of
the machine. The two user adjustable collars on the limit rod are used to define the maximum
crosshead travel so should be positioned to protect the grips and loadcell etc.
All machines will stop moving if the crosshead operates one of these user limits so these limits are
a safety feature and are NOT Cycle limits. If a machine is driven into one of the limits, the
machine will stop with an error message displayed on the console. To reset the machine, accept
the error by pressing the ACCEPT key then move the crosshead away from the limit stop using
the appropriate JOG keys.
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1.13

Compression Cut-Out

The safety compression cut-out load is provided by the microprocessor monitoring the load
applied to the loadcell and the machine will stop if a compression load greater than the user
defined SAFETY JOG LOAD is applied when driving the machine downwards by using either the
down jog key, the return key or during automatic return.
Note that unlike the earlier Lloyd Instruments machines, the lower grip pin of a twin
column machine screws directly onto the lower crosshead to give a rigid grip support so
a compression microswitch is not fitted. Also note that when performing a compression
test, the lower lock nut around the lower pin MUST be screwed down tight against the
lower crosshead if the grip is attached to the lower grip pin.

1.14

Pen Recorder Output

An Analogue Plotter may be used with the machine using an 01/3002 plotter interface adapter,
which connects to the 25 way D socket on the rear of the machine. If an external extensometer
is also required, then the 01/3003 plotter/extensometer interface adapter should be used which
contains an additional 25 way D socket for the external extensometer.

The user operating instruction manual provides complete specifications, control
functioning and operational data and should be referred to for this information.
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FIGURE 1
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2.
2.1

MICROPROCESSOR CIRCUITS

General

See diagram 04/1393 sheet A in section 15
The microprocessor circuits are contained on the MT Control PCB which is fitted under the
rear left hand cover on an LF Plus, on the base of the LRX Plus or under the rear cover on the
other machines. This PCB contains the Microprocessor circuits, Analogue circuits and the
RS232 interface. The console is electrically connected to the MT Control PCB by an internal
cable on the LF Plus and LRX Plus machines or an external cable on the other machines.
The machine is controlled by a Motorola 68332 microprocessor, IC6, from a software program
held in the 1Mbyte FLASH Memory, IC4 which is used instead of an EPROM so that the
program may be easily upgraded from a computer. The test parameters and system variables
are held in two 128Kbyte static RAMs IC7 and IC43 and the test set-ups and measured data is
stored in the battery backed 32Kbyte RAM IC2.
The microprocessor operates at an internal clock speed of approx. 21MHz which is produced
from a Phase Locked Loop inside the microprocessor using a 32.768KHz crystal XT1. The PCB
is fitted with a reset switch, S1, which allows the Service Engineer to restart the program during
fault finding.
2.2

RS232 Interface

See diagram 04/1393 sheet B in section 15
The MT Control PCB contains the RS232 interface controller, IC41, running from a 3.684MHz
crystal oscillator XT2 together with the RS232 buffer, IC23. The RS232 signals are connected to
a 9 way male D connector, CN6, on the rear of the machine. The test data can be output to a
Serial Printer, Datalogger or to Windows Hyperterminal etc. using a Baud Rate of 9600 with 8
Data Bits, 1 Stop Bit and No Parity.
The FLASH program may be upgraded using a Baud Rate of 57,600 with 8 Data Bits, 1 Stop Bit and
No Parity. The machine can also be operated by a computer using the Lloyd Instruments
NEXYGEN software which automatically uses a Baud rate of 57,600.
The RS232 cable is a 9 pin female to 9 pin female, part number 09/0639 and the pin numbers are
shown below:MACHINE
2
3
7
8
5
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2.3

Peripheral Address Decoding

See figure 1 and diagram 04/1393 sheet B in section 15
The microprocessor is connected to the keyboard, LCD display, ADC and the motor control
system via the programmable PLA, IC28. The membrane keypad consists of 25 keys on a 5 by 5
matrix which is connected via CN5 and CN17. If any key appears to be faulty, it can be checked
by connecting a wire link across the relevant connections, e.g. across CN3 pin 2 and CN4 pin 2
for the GO button. Note that the keys under the display are termed A, B, C and D on the
drawing where A is the left-hand key. B is the next etc.
2.4

Motor Control Signals

See figure 2 in section 7 and diagram 04/1393 sheet C in section 15
The machine is fitted with a PWM Drive system which requires an enable signal and a PWM
signal. The PWM signal controls both the speed and direction of the drive motor as shown
below:PWM Signal
1:1 mark/space ratio
< 1:1 mark/space ratio
<< 1:1 mark/space ratio
> 1:1 mark/space ratio
>> 1:1 mark/space ratio

Motor Control
Machine stopped
Machine running UP slowly
Machine running UP fast
Machine running DOWN slowly
Machine running DOWN fast

The enable signal (EN) is normally Low and goes High to drive the machine. This signal is
produced on pin 53 of the PLA IC28 and is buffered by IC3B before being fed to the Motor
Drive PCB via CN9 pin 9.
The PWM signal (EN) is produced on pin 52 of the PLA IC28 and is buffered by IC3A before
being fed to the Motor Drive PCB via CN9 pin 10. Note that a decreasing pulse width drives
the machine upwards and an increasing pulse width drives the machine downwards.
If the motor current rises excessively, the Drive PCB will produce a high level FAULT signal
which is fed to pin 39 of IC28 via CN9 pin 17 and the microprocessor will stop the machine.
2.5

LF Plus Limit Switches

See figure 2
The limit switches are normally closed (N/C) microswitches mounted on the front of the
vertical column and are connected to CN8 on the Low Power Drive PCB. One contact of each
switch is connected to 0V and the other contact is connected to the 5V line by a pull up resistor
(RN5) on the MT Control PCB. Either switch will open if the crosshead reaches it.
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The upper limit switch signal is fed to pin 35 of IC28 via pin 2 of CN8 on the Low Power Drive
PCB, pin 21 of CN7 on the Low Power Drive PCB and pin 21 of CN9 on the MT Control PCB.
The switch is connected to ground via pin 3 of CN8 on the Low Power Drive PCB.
The lower limit switch signal is fed to pin 36 of IC28 via pin 1 of CN8 on the Low Power Drive
PCB, pin 20 of CN7 on the Low Power Drive PCB and pin 20 of CN9 on the MT Control PCB.
The switch is connected to ground via pin 4 of CN8 on the Low Power Drive PCB.
If the upper limit switch is closed when the machine is driving upwards or the lower limit switch
is closed when the machine is driving downwards, the machine will stop with an error message
on the console.
2.6

LRX Plus Limit Switches

See figure 3
The limit switches are normally open (N/O) reed switches mounted on the right hand side of
the moving crosshead and are connected to CN3 on the Medium Power Drive PCB via the 20
way mini-pitch crosshead loom. One contact of each switch is connected to 0V and the other
contact is connected to the 5V line by a pull up resistor (RN5) on the MT Control PCB. Either
switch will close if the crosshead reaches it.
The upper limit switch signal is fed to pin 35 of IC28 via pin 20 of CN3 on the Medium Power
PCB, pin 21 of CN5 on the Medium Power Drive PCB and pin 21 of CN9 on the MT Control
PCB. The switch is connected to ground via pin 19 of CN3 on the Medium Power Drive PCB.
The lower limit switch signal is fed to pin 36 of IC28 via pin 18 of CN3 on the Medium Power
PCB, pin 20 of CN5 on the Medium Power Drive PCB and pin 20 of CN9 on the MT Control
PCB. The switch is connected to ground via pin 17 of CN3 on the Medium Power Drive PCB.
If the upper limit switch is closed when the machine is driving upwards or the lower limit switch
is closed when the machine is driving downwards, the machine will stop with an error message
on the console.
2.7

LR5K Plus and LR10K Plus Limit Switches

See figure 4
The limit switches are normally closed (N/C) microswitches mounted on the front of the left
hand side column and are connected to CN6 on the Medium Power Drive PCB. One contact of
each switch is connected to 0V and the other contact is connected to the 5V line by a pull up
resistor (RN5) on the MT Control PCB. Either switch will open if the crosshead reaches it.
The upper limit switch signal is fed to pin 35 of IC28 via pin 2 of CN6 on the Medium Power
Drive PCB, pin 21 of CN5 on the Medium Power Drive PCB and pin 21 of CN9 on the MT
Control PCB. The switch is connected to ground via pin 4 of CN6 on the Medium Power Drive
PCB.
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The lower limit switch signal is fed to pin 36 of IC28 via pin 1 of CN6 on the Medium Power
Drive PCB, pin 20 of CN5 on the Medium Power Drive PCB and pin 20 of CN9 on the MT
Control PCB. The switch is connected to ground via pin 3 of CN6 on the Medium Power Drive
PCB.
If the upper limit switch is closed when the machine is driving upwards or the lower limit switch
is closed when the machine is driving downwards, the machine will stop with an error message
on the console.
2.8

LF Plus Splinter Shield Wiring

See figure 2
If an optional splinter shield is fitted, a normally open (N/O) reed switch is mounted on the right
hand side of the vertical column and is connected to CN8 on the Low Power Drive PCB. One
contact of the switch is connected to 0V and the other contact is connected to the 5V line by a
pull up resistor (RN5) on the MT Control PCB. The switch is closed when the shield is closed
and will open if the shield is opened.
The shield switch signal is fed to pin 37 of IC28 via pin 6 of CN8 on the Low Power Drive PCB,
pin 18 of CN7 on the Low Power Drive PCB and pin 18 of CN9 on the MT Control PCB. The
switch is connected to ground via pin 5 of CN8 on the Low Power Drive PCB. Note that the
shorting link LK5 MUST be removed on the Low Power Drive PCB.
2.9

LRX Plus Splinter Shield Wiring

See figure 3
If an optional splinter shield is fitted, a normally open (N/O) reed switch is mounted on the right
hand side of the vertical column and is connected to CN7 on the Medium Power Drive PCB.
One contact of the switch is connected to 0V and the other contact is connected to the 5V line
by a pull up resistor (RN5) on the MT Control PCB. The switch is closed when the shield is
closed and will open if the shield is opened.
The shield switch signal is fed to pin 37 of IC28 via pin 2 of CN7 on the Medium Power Drive
PCB, pin 18 of CN5 on the Medium Power Drive PCB and pin 18 of CN9 on the MT Control
PCB. The switch is connected to ground via pin 1 of CN7 on the Medium Power Drive PCB.
Note that the shorting link originally fitted across CN7 pins 1 and 2 will have to be removed.
2.10

LR5K Plus and LR10K Plus Splinter Shield Wiring

See figure 4
If an optional splinter shield or shield are fitted, a normally open (N/O) reed switch is mounted
on the front of the right hand side column and is connected to CN7 on the Medium Power
Drive PCB. If a switch is also fitted to the rear shield, then the switches are wired in series.
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One contact of the switch is connected to 0V and the other contact is connected to the 5V line
by a pull up resistor (RN5) on the MT Control PCB. The switch is closed when the shield is
closed and will open if the shield is opened.
The shield switch signal is fed to pin 37 of IC28 via pin 2 of CN7 on the Medium Power Drive
PCB, pin 18 of CN5 on the Medium Power Drive PCB and pin 18 of CN9 on the MT Control
PCB. The switch is connected to ground via pin 1 of CN7 on the Medium Power Drive PCB.
Note that the shorting link originally fitted across CN7 pins 1 and 2 will have to be removed.
2.11

MT Control PCB 26 Way Cable Connections

The 26 way cable carries the following signals and supplies:
CN9 Connections
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
Note:-
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Output Device

IC28 - 77
IC28 - 96
IC1- 8
IC1- 9
IC28 - 53 + IC3 - 5
IC28 - 52 + IC3 - 7
IC28 - 45
IC28 - 44
IC28 - 43
IC28 - 42
IC28 - 41
IC28 - 40
IC28 - 39
IC28 - 38
IC28 - 37
IC28 – 36
IC28 – 35
IC28 – 34
IC18 – 6

Function
+5 Volts
+5 volts
0V
0V
I2CSDA
I2CSCL
ENCODER A
ENCODER B
EN
PWM
*
*
/RST
*
*
*
+ FAULT
GUARD OPEN
PCB FITTED (0 Volts)
LOWLIM
UPLIM
*
*
-15 Volts
0 VOLTS
+15 Volts

* = No relevant signal
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FIGURE 2
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3.

PROGRAM INFORMATION

3.1

VERSION V3.0 Issue 70

3.2

Upgrading the Program

INITIAL RELEASE FOR LRX PLUS - 03/10/2000

Also see PDS 62 Issued Separately
It is important to note that ALL the user defined test set-ups and TEST DATA will be
erased by upgrading the program so the customer should be informed and asked to save
any data BEFORE performing an upgrade.
The program is upgraded by connecting the machine to a computer then downloading the new
program as shown below:1

Start Windows Hyperterminal and select the Easy Test Connection. If this has not been
created, follow the procedure shown in section 3.3.

2

Switch the machine OFF then ON again then type ++- within 2 seconds.

3

The message Bootloader V1.1 ready for flash upgrade should be displayed. Note
that the version number displayed is the Bootloader version and NOT the embedded
program version.

4

Transfer the new program using the menu option of Transfer, Send Text File.

5

Select the required upgrade text file to download.

6

There may be a pause before any information appears then the progress of the text
transfer is shown by dots and some messages on the screen.

7

There may be several ignored assembly id messages but there should always be at
least one assembly id accepted message before the long string of dots.

8

The download may take as long as 5 minutes and at the end, the message flash upgrade
OK should be displayed indicating that the file was sent correctly.

9

Type * to reset the machine which is confirmed by the message restarting being
displayed on the machine's console.

10

Close Hyperterminal.
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Note that any error messages displayed during the download will indicate that the flash upgrade
was not successful. The download must repeated and as the machine is still in the upgrade
mode, repeat the procedure from step 4.
3.3

Creating a Hyperterminal Connection

1

Start Hyperterminal from the Accessories group listed from the Start button.

2

Type a suitable name for the connection as shown in the left picture below:-

3

Select COM1 (or the appropriate port) for the connection as shown in the right picture.

4
Set the protocol to 57,600 Baud rate, 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit and hardware flow
control as shown below:-

5

Click OK to save the connection then select it from the Hyperterminal folder.
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3.4

VERSION V3.0 Issue 71 – 22/02/2001

REPLACES V3.0 Issue 70

ENHANCEMENTS
1

Introduction of LR 5K Plus and LR10K Plus
The LR5K Plus and LR10K Plus machines are now supported and are selected using the
Diagnostic Mode.

3.5

VERSION V3.1 Issue 9 – 14/01/2002

REPLACES V3.0 Issue 71

ENHANCEMENTS
1

Introduction of LR 5K Plus Extended and LR10K Plus Extended
The LR5K Plus and LR10K Plus machines are now supported and are selected using the
Diagnostic Mode.

2

Load Filtering Added
The load value can be filtered by entering a filter factor between and 1000. The rolling
average of the specified number of load values is used as the load value for the machine
and for the computer software. A filter factor of 1 provides no filtering and is the default
value. A factor of 100 gives a filter time constant of 10ms. Note that the maximum load
value reported by the machine and by the software is also using the averaged value so
the filtering must be used with care if large load peaks are expected.

BUG FIXES
1

Simultaneous Operation of Plotter and External Extensometer
It is now possible to use a plotter interface unit with an additional external
extensometer.

3.6

CS4921

INITIAL RELEASE FOR LF PLUS

ENHANCEMENTS
1

Introduction of LF Plus
The LF Plus machine is now supported and is selected using the Diagnostic Mode.
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4.
4.1

LOAD MEASURING SYSTEM

General

The load is measured by a full bridge strain gauge loadcell whose output signal is amplified then
converted into 16 bit data in a successive approximation ADC. The loadcell is able to measure
both tensile and compressive loads with a through-zero load capability. The loadcell is supplied
with a stable DC voltage and any change of the output signal is an accurate measure of the
specimen loading. The output of the loadcell is amplified by a highly stable DC amplifier, inside
the loadcell plug, whose output is approx. 0 volts with no load applied, rising to +8.0 volts for
maximum tensile load and falling to -8.0 volts for maximum compressive load.
The amplifier output is fed to the MT Control PCB, via the connections show in the table
below, where it is converted into 16 bit data using a capacitor-based successive approximation
Analogue to Digital converter. The ADC contains a built-in clock and a sample/hold input stage
and can measure input voltages in the range of +10V to -10V. The amplifier output is also fed
to an overload detector circuit which will stop the machine if the loadcell is accidentally
overloaded.
MACHINE
LF Plus
LRX Plus
LR 5K/10K Plus

4.2

LOAD SIGNAL CONNECTION INFORMATION
Pin 5 of the 20 way mini-pitch loom to CN11 on the Low Power Drive
PCB, pin 5 of CN10 on the Low Power Drive PCB and pin 5 of CN18 on
the MT Control PCB.
Pin 5 of the 20 way mini-pitch loom to CN3 on the Medium Power Drive
PCB, pin 5 of CN1 on the Medium Power Drive PCB and pin 5 of CN18
on the MT Control PCB.
Pin 5 of the 14 way loom to pin 5 of CN18 on the MT Control PCB.

Loadcell

The loadcells are a DC energised full bridge device which are fitted with an integral 15 pin D plug
which contains the loadcell preamplifier and a pre-programmed EEPROM. The loadcells are
calibrated in the metric units (Newtons) but the microprocessor can automatically convert the
load readings to either the SI units (kgf) or the English Imperial units (lbf) if required. The loadcell
is calibrated by altering the multiplication factor which is stored inside the loadcell plug and this
can only be performed by using the Engineer's Calibration mode.

4.3

Loadcell Gradings

The load accuracy of the machine is classified by various standards authorities dependant upon the
country of use. The British authority is the British Standards Institute and the relevant standard is
BS EN ISO 7500-1: 1999.
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This standard states that the load may not be verified below the Lower Limit of Verification
given by the formula
LLV = Factor * Scale Intervals
Where the Factor is:400 for a class/grade 0.5 system (0.5% accuracy)
200 for a class/grade 1 system (1% accuracy)
100 for a class/grade 2 system (2% accuracy)
and the Scale Intervals are the smallest change of load that can be measured on the digital display.
The load is shown on a 5 digit display which gives very small scale intervals to achieve a Lower
Limit of Verification that is below the specified load range of the loadcell. Therefore, a loadcell
may be verified and used down to 2% of its maximum load value for a grade 0.5 system. If a 1%
system is acceptable, then the loadcell may be used down to 1% of its maximum load.

A table of scale intervals and usable loads is given below.
LOADCELL
VALUE
10N
50N
100N
500N
1000N
2500N
5kN
10kN
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SCALE
INTERVALS
0.0004N
0.00009 lbf
0.002N
0.0004 lbf
0.004N
0.0009 lbf
0.02N
0.004 lbf
0.04N
0.009 lbf
0.1N
0.02 lbf
0.2N
0.04 lbf
0.4N
0.09 lbf

SPECIFIED LOAD RANGE
FOR GRADE 0.5
0.2N to 10N
0.04 lbf to 2 lbf
1N to 50N
0.2 lbf to 10 lbf
2N to 100N
0.4 lbf to 20 lbf
10N to 500N
2 lbf to 100 lbf
20N to 1000N
4 lbf to 200 lbf
50N to 2500N
10 lbf to 500 lbf
100N to 5000N
20 lbf to 1000 lbf
200N to 10kN
40 lbf to 2000 lbf
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4.4

Loadcell Bridge Supply

See figures 1 and 2 together with diagram 04/1393 sheet D in section 15
The MT Control PCB produces a stable supply of +4V which is used to power the loadcell
bridge via pins 9 and 10 of the 15 pin D socket. This supply is produced by IC14 and IC15 using
the +2V5 reference supply from the ADC IC11.
The loadcell excitation voltage is measured by the ADC, via the amplifier IC16 and the
multiplexer IC9. The loadcell output voltage is compared with the excitation voltage to
automatically compensate for component tolerances. Therefore, the loadcell accuracy is not
affected by power supply fluctuations and the load amplifier circuits contain NO presets.
The only calibration that can be performed is by using the Engineers Diagnostic mode to
program calibration data into the loadcell EEPROM.
4.5

Loadcell Amplifier

See diagram 04/1370 in section 15
The loadcell contains 4 strain gauges wired as a full bridge and is fed with a stable +4 Volts via
pin 4 of the loadcell plug PCB and is connected to 0 Volts on pin 6. The 2 outputs of the bridge
are fed to a high impedance low drift DC instrumentation amplifier via PCB pins 1 and 2. The
amplifier, IC1, uses high precision, high stability components and requires no calibration so no
gain or zero potentiometers are fitted. The output of the amplifier, in the range of +10V to
-10V, is fed to the MT Control PCB via pin 5 of the crosshead ribbon cable.
4.6

Loadcell Value

See figure 3
The loadcell plug contains a link between pins 14 and 15 which connects a ground signal to the
MT Control PCB to indicate that a loadcell is connected to the machine. The loadcell value and
calibration information is stored in the EEPROM IC3, inside the loadcell plug. This EEPROM is
programmed with the loadcell value and also contains the loadcell calibration data.
When a loadcell is changed, the loadcell value and calibration factor is automatically read by IC28
on the MT Control PCB from the SDA (Serial Data) output of the EEPROM (pin 5), i.e. the
loadcells are self-identifying. When the machine is switched on, the loadcell value will be shown on
the LCD display.
The loadcell value is factory programmed into the EEPROM but may be accidentally erased by
large mains spikes or static etc. If a loadcell is fitted but the display shows "No Loadcell" when a
test is started or a jog key is pressed, this indicates that the EEPROM has been accidentally erased
and MUST be reprogrammed by an engineer using the Engineer's Diagnostic Mode.
Note that a RAM DUMP will not erase the calibration data from the loadcell EEPROM.
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4.7

Analogue to Digital Converter

See figure 4 and diagram 04/1393 sheet D in section 15
The loadcell preamplifier output is fed to a low drift unity gain buffer IC21 on the MT Control
PCB. The buffered load output is fed to the multiplexer IC9 which may also be fed with an
input signal from an analogue external extensometer circuit. The Load and Extension signals are
sequentially selected by the multiplexer by the ANSW0, ANSW1, ANSW2 and ANSW3 control
signals which are produced by the Programmable Logic Device IC28.
The multiplexer output is buffered by IC10 then converted into 16 bit data by the ADC IC11
and the data is fed to the microprocessor via the Programmable Logic Device IC28.
The ADC has an accurate internal 2V5 reference voltage available on pin 5 (Ref) and this voltage
is used to produce the +4V excitation voltage for the loadcell bridge. The ADC circuit contains
NO presets and no calibration is required.
4.8

Overload Detector

See figure 5
The load output of IC21 is fed to an overload detector comparator IC22. The detector output
on IC22 pin 7 is normally -15V but will go to +15V if the loadcell is overloaded by approx.
115% in either Tension or Compression mode. The inverting input of IC22 pin 6 is held at +4V
so the output will switch when the input to pin 5 reaches +4V, i.e. the voltage to R39 reaches
9V. If the loadcell is overloaded in Tension mode, the overload detector will switch when the
+ve output from IC21 pin 6 reaches approx. +9V2 (allowing 200mV drop across the top diode
of D4).
If the loadcell is overloaded in compression mode, the -ve output from IC21 pin 6 is inverted by
IC22 and the overload detector will switch when the -ve output from IC22 pin 1 reaches
approx. -9V2 (allowing 200mV drop across the bottom diode of D4). Note that D4 is a dual
common anode diode.
When the output of IC22 pin 7 is at -15V, the input to IC28 pin 118 is held low (0V) by the
diodes in D5. When an overload condition occurs, pin 118 of IC28 is allowed to rise and the
microprocessor will stop the machine with an error message.
4.9

Using a Chatillon Force Gauge on an LF Plus Machine

The Chatillon Gauges supported are the DFA, DFGS, DFIS, DFT and DGGS.
If a Chatillon Digital Force Gauge is fitted to the machine, the RS232 output of the gauge is
connected to CM7 on the MT Control PCB. The load (force) readings from the gauge are fed
to the microprocessor via IC25 and IC40. The RS232 output of the Gauge must be set to 9600
Baud Rate, 8 data bits, No parity and the gauge must be set to output values with units as shown in
the relevant sections below.
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4.10

Configuring a DFIS Gauge (4 Button Gauge)

1

Press and hold the XMIT button on the gauge then switch the gauge ON.

2

Continue to hold the XMIT button until the display starts to flash.

3

Press the UNITS button until the display shows 9600 (9600 Baud Rate).

4

Press the XMIT button.

5

Press the UNITS button until the display shows 0

6

Press the XMIT button.

7

Press the UNITS button until the display shows 8 - 1 (8 bits with 1 stop bit).

8

Press the XMIT button.

9

Press the UNITS button until the display shows - P (No Parity)

10

Press the XMIT button.

11

The gauge is now set ready for use.

4.11

Configuring a DFGS Gauge (9 button gauge)

1

Press and hold the ENTER/XMIT button on the gauge then switch the gauge ON by
pressing the ON button.

2
3

Release the ON button but continue to hold the ENTER/XMIT button for a further 3
seconds.
Release the ENTER/XMIT button and the display will show OOOH (may be flashing).

4

Press the PROG button twice to display 9600 on the LCD (9600 Baud Rate).

5

Press the ENTER/XMIT button.

6

The display will now show 0

7

Press the ENTER/XMIT button.

8

The display will now show 7 - 2.

9

Press the PROG button to show 8 - 1 (8 bits with 1 stop bit).

10

Press the ENTER/XMIT button.
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11

The display will now show EP.

12

Press the PROG button to show - P (No Parity)

13

Press the ENTER/XMIT button.

14

The gauge is now set ready for use.

4.12

Configuring a DFA Gauge (10 button gauge)

1

Switch the gauge on by pressing the ON/OFF button.

2

Press the key below the MENU option on the display.

3

Press the key below the COMM option on the display.

4

Press the key below the RS232 option on the display.

5

Press the key above the LENGTH option on the display.

6

If the display shows a border around the 7/2 option, press the key below the 8/1 option on
the display. If the display shows a border around the 8/1 option, press the EXIT key.

7

Press the key above the UNITS option on the display.

8

If the display shows a border around the WITH UNITS option, press the EXIT key. If the
display shows a border around the NO UNITS option, press the key below the WITH
UNITS option on the display.

9

Press the key below the PARITY option on the display.

10

If the display shows a border around the NONE option, press the EXIT key. If the display
shows a border around the EVEN option, press the key below the NONE option on the
display.

11

Press the key below the BAUD option on the display.

12

If the display shows 9600, press the key below the OK option on the display. If the display
does not show 9600, select 9600 using the keys by the INCREASE or DECREASE options
on the display then press the key below the OK option on the display.

13

Press the EXIT button 3 times to return to the normal display.

14

The gauge is now set ready for use.
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5. EXTENSION MEASURING SYSTEM
5.1

Internal Extension Measurement

See figures 1, 2 and 3 and diagram 04/1393 sheet B in section 15
The crosshead movement is measured by counting the pulses generated by a high resolution digital
encoder which is directly driven by the leadscrew on an LF Plus, directly driven by the motor shaft
on an LRX Plus or belt driven from the motor shaft on an LR5K/10K Plus. The encoder produces
2 squarewave signals which are 90 degrees out of phase and of 1:1 mark/space ratio.
On an LF Plus machine, the pulses are fed to CN3 on the Low Power Motor Drive PCB where
they are buffered by TR1 and TR6 before being fed to IC1 on the MT Control PCB. On other
machines, the pulses are fed to CN4 on the Medium Power Motor Drive PCB where they are
buffered by TR5 and TR6 before being fed to IC1 on the MT Control PCB.
The pulses are counted by the internal up/down counter inside the microprocessor IC6 and are
converted into an extension reading. The phase of the two encoder signals is important to ensure
that the extension increases and decreases correctly and the phase is selected by links on the
relevant Motor Drive PCB as shown below:-

Encoder Links

LF PLUS
Low Power Drive
LK1B and LK2A

LRX PLUS
Medium Power Drive
LK1B and LK2B

LR5K/10K PLUS
Medium Power Drive
LK1A and LK2A

The microprocessor controls the crosshead speed by calculating the required rate of change of
crosshead movement then generating the required PWM signal. Note that early LRX Plus PCBs
were fitted with encoder pull down resistors R46 and R47 but these were later removed by
modification state number 2.
5.2

External Analogue Extensometer

See diagram 04/1408 in section 15
An /E Series Analogue External Extensometer can be connected to the 25 pin D connector on
the rear of the machine via the extensometer plug which contains an 04/1408 extensometer
amplifier/connector PCB. Other series of extensometers may be converted by using an adapter
kit 07/2053/S which consists of an 04/1408 extensometer PCB and a metal 25 way D housing..
See section 11.6 in the diagnostic section for details.
The extensometer PCB contains a link between pins 14 and 15 which connects a ground signal
to the MT Control PCB to indicate that an extensometer is connected to the machine. The
extensometer PCB contains a low drift DC amplifier circuit consisting of IC1 and IC2. The
extensometer factor and the calibration information is stored in a pre-programmed EEPROM
IC2 which is automatically read from the SDA (Serial Data) output of the EEPROM (pin 9) when
the extensometer is connected, i.e. each extensometer is self identifying.
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The amplifier output is in the range of +10V to -10V and is fed to the main PCB via pin 7 of the
25 pin D plug. The signal is connected to the multiplexer IC9 via a link fitted in R38 position. Note
that a Tension test requires a +ve going signal but this signal does not have to start from 0V but
can be, for example, 0V increasing to +10V or -5V increasing to +5V etc.

5.3

Analogue to Digital Converter

The extensometer signal is converted into 16 bit data by the ADC IC11 via the multiplexer IC9.
Details of the multiplexer and ADC are shown in the Load Measurement section.

5.4

External Digital Extensometer

An /E Series Digital (encoder) External Extensometer can be connected to the 25 pin D
connector on the rear of the machine via the extensometer plug which contains an 04/1408
extensometer amplifier/connector PCB. Other series of extensometers may be converted by
using an adapter kit 07/2053/S which consists of an 04/1408 extensometer PCB and a metal 25
way D housing. See section 11.6 in the diagnostic section for details.
The extensometer PCB contains a link between pins 14 and 15 which connects a ground signal
to the MT Control PCB to indicate that an extensometer is connected to the machine. The
extensometer factor is stored in a pre-programmed EEPROM IC2 which is automatically read
from the SDA (Serial Data) output of the EEPROM (pin 9) when the extensometer is connected,
i.e. each extensometer is self identifying.
The circuit is designed for use with an extensometer which is fitted with one or two 5V digital
encoders. A 5V supply is available from terminal T14 on the PCB and the ground is available on
terminal T7. The encoder outputs are connected to terminals T10 and T11 and are fed to the
MT Control PCB where they are buffered by IC1 then counted by the internal up/down counter
inside the microprocessor IC6 and converted to an extension reading. If two encoders are used,
to give a differential extension, the second encoder output is connected to terminals T12 and
T13.
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6. POWER SUPPLIES
6.1

Mains Connections

See figure 1
The mains input is connected to a standard IEC 3 pin fused socket on the rear of the machine
which contains an RF suppression filter to reduce the emissions from the machine into the mains
supply. This filter is NOT designed to protect the machine from mains borne
interference or fluctuations, so an external line filter may be required if these effects
are present.
The machine complies with the electrical safety grade of Class 1, which means that it is an
EARTHED apparatus and requires the mains plug to contain a protective earth terminal. The
mains lead MUST be connected to a mains socket which contains a protective earth
contact.
IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT IF ANY OF THE EARTH CONNECTIONS ARE REMOVED
DURING MAINTENANCE, THEY SHOULD BE REPLACED SECURELY BEFORE THE
MACHINE IS SWITCHED ON AGAIN. THIS IS TO ENSURE THAT THE MACHINE
WILL MEET THE CLASS 1 REQUIREMENTS FOR ELECTRICAL SAFETY.
The machine has been designed to operate from AC power ONLY and can be connected to a
range of mains voltages by altering the voltage selector on the mains input socket. The 115V
range will allow operation from 100V to 125V and the 230V range will allow operation from
200V to 250V. Both lines of the AC supply are fused then switched by the user ON/OFF switch
and the emergency stop switch.
The electronic circuits are fed from two power supplies which are powered directly from the
AC mains input supply. The digital and analogue circuits are fed from a switch mode power
supply with 3 outputs of +5, +15V and -15V. The motor drive circuits are fed from a
conventional transformer which is fed from the mains via the series/parallel primary switching
built into the mains socket. The secondary is connected to the PCB mounted rectifier to
produce either a +26V DC or a +60V DC supply to power the PWM motor driver IC.
6.2

DC Supplies

See figures 2 and 3
The machine requires Analogue and Digital power supplies of +5V, +15V and -15V and motor
drive supplies of +26V / +60V, +12V and +10V. A switch mode power supply unit produces
the Analogue and Digital power supplies and the outputs are connected directly to the Motor
Drive PCB. The MT Control PCB receives its supplies via the 26 way connecting loom from the
Motor Drive PCB.
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The Low Power Drive PCB requires a +26V DC supply and the Medium Power Drive PCB
requires a +60V DC supply. These supplies are produced by a chassis mounted toroidal
transformer together with a bridge rectifier and smoothing capacitors on the Motor Drive PCB.
The +12V motor drive supply is produced by reducing the +15V supply from the switch mode
unit using REG2 on the Motor Drive PCB. The +10V supply is produced by zener diode D7
from the +26V supply via R21 etc. or from the +60V supply by R13 etc. Note that the Green
(Power) LED will light when the +10V supply is present. The Low Power Drive PCB contains a
7.5V supply for powering an optional external force gauge on an LF Plus machine.
The voltages may be measured as shown in the tables below:Low Power Motor Drive PCB Supplies
DC VOLTAGE

MEASUREMENT POINT

GROUND REFERENCE

+5V

CN6 Pin 4

Chassis

+15V

CN6 Pin 1

Chassis

-15V

CN6 Pin 3

Chassis

+7.5V

Crosshead Connector Pin

Chassis

+10V

CN1 Pin 1 (nearest RV1)

Chassis

or check that LED5 is lit
+12V

CN14 pin 1

Chassis

+26V

CN4 pin 1

Chassis

Medium Power Motor Drive PCB Supplies
DC VOLTAGE

MEASUREMENT POINT

GROUND REFERENCE

+5V

CN8 Pin 4

Chassis

+15V

CN8 Pin 1

Chassis

-15V

CN8 Pin 3

Chassis

+10V

Check that LED5 is lit

Chassis

+12V

CN9 pin 1

Chassis

(or check that fan is running)
+60V
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MT Control PCB Supplies

6.3

DC VOLTAGE

MEASUREMENT POINT

GROUND REFERENCE

+5V

CN2 Pin 4

CN2 Pin 5 (Nearest to Reset
Switch)

+15V

CN2 Pin 1

CN2 Pin 5

-15V

CN2 Pin 3

CN2 Pin 5

Machine Type EEPROM

The Motor Drive PCB is fitted with an EEPROM which is programmed with the machine type
and its serial number. If the PCB is replaced during servicing, the new PCB MUST be
programmed with the relevant data as shown in the Diagnostic Mode section.
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7. CROSSHEAD DRIVE SYSTEM
7.1

General

The machine is driven by a permanent magnet DC motor which is powered by a PWM Driver
IC on the Motor Drive PCB in the base of the machine. The feedback is provided by the digital
encoder and the control is produced by the microprocessor calculating the required crosshead
speed then adjusting the PWM to achieve that speed.
The LF Plus machine is fitted with a Low Power Drive PCB (04/1426) and the other machines
are fitted with a Medium Power Drive PCB (04/1416). The two PCBs are similar but the circuit
differences and component reference changes are listed below:-

LOW POWER DRIVE
+26V
CN3
LK1B and LK2A

Motor Power Supply
Encoder Connector
Encoder Links
ENCHA Buffer
Splinter Shield Connector
Crosshead Loom Connector
14 Way Loom to MT Control PCB
26 Way Loom to MT Control PCB
Mains Transformer Connector
Cooling Fan Connector
Motor Chokes Fitted
Motor Over-Current Trip Setting
Trip Voltage Monitor Point
Additional Circuitry

7.2

TR1
CN8
CN11
CN10
CN7
CN5
CN14
No
1V3
CN1 Pin 2
Force Gauge Power
Supply and Force Gauge
RS232 connector

MEDIUM POWER DRIVE
+60V
CN4
LRX Plus = LK1B and LK2B
LR5K/10K Plus = LK1A/LK2A
TR5
CN7
CN3
CN2
CN5
CN12
CN9
Yes
1V5
IC5 Pin 2
Drive Motor Regenerative
Power Dump

PWM Driver

See figures 1 and 2 together with diagram 04/1416 in section 15
The PWM Driver requires 3 signals which are produced by the MT Control PCB.
The signals are:1
2
3

Reset Signal
Drive Enable Signal
PWM Signal
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The RESET signal is provided by IC28 pin 43 on the MT Control PCB and is fed to the Drive
PCB where it is inverted by TR4. When the machine is stopped, the RESET signal is Low, the
"R" inputs (pins 4 and 10) to the D Type latch IC4 are High, the latches are reset and their Q
outputs are Low. The /Q outputs of both latches are High so the output of the NAND gate
IC3D pin 11 is Low and the output of IC3C pin 10 is High. When the machine is to run, the
RESET signal will go High and the latches will be enabled.
The Drive ENABLE signal is provided by IC28 pin 53 on the MT Control PCB and is buffered by
IC3B before being fed to TR2 on the Motor Drive PCB. When the machine is stopped, the
ENABLE signal is Low, the collector of TR2 is high, the collector of TR7 is Low and the output
of the NAND gate IC3B pin 4 is High. This is the DISABLE signal and is fed to pin 3 of the PWM
driver IC (IC1) to inhibit the motor drive. The High on IC3B pin 4 is inverted by IC3A and the
Low output on pin 3 switches off the Green (Drive) LED and also switches off TR3 to provide a
FAULT signal. This signal is fed to the MT Control PCB where it reaches the microprocessor
via IC28 pin 39.
When the machine is to run, the ENABLE signal will go High, the collector of TR7 will be pulled
High by R32, the DISABLE signal will go Low to enable the PWM Driver IC and the green
(Drive) LED will light. Note that the pull-up resistor R32 is fed from the +10V supply so the
fault line will be activated if the +10V supply fails. The +10V is produced from the motor
supply (+26V/+60V), so if this supply fails (blown fuse etc) then the fault line will be activated.
The PWM signal is provided by IC28 pin 52 on the MT Control PCB and is buffered by IC3A
before being fed to IC1 pin 2 on the Motor Drive PCB.
The PWM Driver IC contains an H bridge together with the MOSFET driver circuits and
requires a +12V power supply for it's internal circuits and a higher voltage for the motor power
supply. The PWM IC is enabled when it's DISABLE input (pin 3) is Low and will drive the motor
when the PWM fed to pin 2 is not exactly a 1:1 squarewave. Note that the IC requires a bias input
on pin 4 and this is provided by the potential divider R2/R3.
7.3

Motor Overcurrent Detector

The Low Power Drive PCB is set to current limit at 13 Amps and the Medium Power Drive
PCB is set to current limit at 15 Amps. The current trip setting is determined by the potential
set by RV1 and this is adjusted as shown below:Low Power Drive PCB
Medium Power Drive PCB

Connect meter to CN1 Pin 2 and adjust RV1 for 1V3.
Note that Pin 1 is nearest to RV1.
Connect meter to IC2 pin 2 and adjust RV1 for 1V5.

When the machine is running, the motor current will pass through either R4 or R5. The current
will develop a voltage across R4 when the motor is driving upwards and this voltage is fed to the
comparator IC5B. The comparator has its –ve input held at the "Trip" voltage set by the
potentiometer RV1so if the voltage across R4 exceeds this voltage, the comparator output will
go High and set the latch IC4B. The Q output of the latch will go High and switch on the red
LED LED2 to indicate that the motor circuit has tripped.
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The overcurrent action is similar when the machine is driving downwards except that the motor
current will develop a voltage across R5 and this voltage is sensed by the comparator IC5A. If
the voltage across R5 exceeds the "Trip" voltage, then the comparator output will go High and
set the latch IC4A. The Q output of the latch will go High and switch on the red LED LED4 to
indicate that the motor circuit has tripped.
In both cases, a motor overcurrent fault will pull one of the inputs to IC3D (pins 12 or 13) Low
and this will pull IC3B pin 6 Low to generate a FAULT condition. When this occurs, the
DISABLE signal from IC3B pin 4 will go High and will switch off the PWM Driver IC, the Green
LED will switch off and TR3 will be switched off to give a FAULT signal to the microprocessor.
A motor fault message will be displayed on the control console and when this message is
accepted, the RESET line will pulse Low to switch off transistor TR4 and reset both latches so
that the machine can be driven again.
7.4

Low Power Drive Force Gauge Power Supply

The LF Plus can be fitted with a Force Gauge instead of a loadcell and a fixed 7.5V DC power
supply is available on the crosshead connector. This supply is provided from the +15V supply
using regulator REG1 and current source IC2 and TR5. The power supply output is protected
against short circuits by the series resistor R16.

7.5

Medium Power Drive Power Dump Circuit

If the power is removed from drive motor when it is running, it may act as a generator and
cause the power supply voltage to increase. The comparator IC2 monitors the power supply
voltage and if the voltage exceeds approx. +80V, the MOSFET TR1 will be switched on and the
excess power will be dissipated in the "Power Dump" resistor R26. The power dump action is
indicated by the red LED (LED1) which will briefly light when the supply goes too high.
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FIGURE 1
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8. MECHANICAL ASSEMBLIES
8.1

General

The machine should be checked annually to ensure that it runs at optimum efficiency.
This annual maintenance consists of a performance check, inspection of the mechanics
and lubrication of the main mechanical items. The machine should also be calibrated
according to the local standards as explained in the Calibration Section.
The loading frame is a precision electro-mechanical unit that is constructed and assembled to
withstand a variety of tests with minimum maintenance. There is no periodic maintenance
required for any of the electronic modules, which are designed for long life and have adequate
heatsinking where required.
Please be aware that there are high voltages present in some parts of the machine and whilst every
precaution has been taken in the design to ensure safety, care must be taken when the covers are
removed for servicing.
REMOVE THE MAINS INPUT CABLE BEFORE WORKING ON THE MACHINE.
The mainframe is capable of exerting large loads when the crosshead is moving and it is important
to ensure that parts of the body or clothing do not come into contact with the load bearing
surfaces, especially when in the compression mode.
8.2

Performance Checks

1

Check the machine for obvious signs of damage.

2

Check that the earth pin of the mains input connector is connected to all exposed
metalwork. The resistance should be less than 0.5 Ohms. If the reading is higher than this,
check the earth tags for corrosion and check the tightness of the earth tag bolts.

3

Check that the mains input selector is set to the correct voltage as indicated on the
selector on the mains input connector.

4

Switch the machine on and check that the console displays the start-up messages. If there
is no sign of power, check the mains input fuses mounted on the mains input connector on
the rear of the machine.

5

Press the FAST UP key and check that the machine runs upwards at full speed without
excessive noise. If the machine does not run, check the fault-finding section for details.

6

Press the SLOW UP key and check that the machine runs at a slow speed. If the machine
continues to run at full speed, check the motor encoder.
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Press the FAST DOWN key and check that the machine runs downwards at full speed
without excessive noise. If the machine does not run, check the fault-finding section for
details.

8

Select a test speed of 250 mm/min, Break Detector On, Automatic Return On.

9

Press the GO key then pull and release the loadcell eye end and check that the machine
goes into automatic return mode.

10

Position the upper limit switch just above the crosshead then press and hold the FAST UP
key. Check that the machine stops with an error message on the console.

11

Position the lower limit switch just below the crosshead then press and hold the FAST
DOWN key. Check that the machine stops with an error message on the console.

8.3

Cleaning

If the machine is located in a dusty environment, it may require frequent cleaning to keep the
mechanics in good order.
BEFORE USING ANY KIND OF CLEANING FLUID, DISCONNECT THE MAINS LEAD
FROM THE MACHINE.
The exterior casework of the unit can be cleaned using a damp cloth and mild detergent but care
must be taken to avoid splashing water inside the frame. Remove the lower caseware then clean
the inside of the machine using suction or a soft brush. Also remove any broken pieces of test
samples that may have entered the caseware.
8.4

Removing the Lower Cover(s)

LF Plus
Removing the rear left hand cover of an LF Plus machine will give access to the MT Control PCB
and Motor Drive PCB. Remove the 2 off M4 socket head screws from the rear left hand side of
the machine and the 4 off M4 socket head screws from the rear left of the machine. Carefully pull
the lower edge of the left hand side panel rearwards then upwards away from the machine.
When refitting this panel, place the top front edge onto the rear edge of the front panel then hinge
the panel downwards, ensuring that the panel engages into the retaining clip on the left hand side
and refit the screws.
Removing the front left-hand cover of an LF Plus machine will give access to the console PCB,
keypad, motor and limit switches. Remove the 2 off M4 socket head screws from the front left
hand side of the machine, pull the top of the panel forwards away from the machine then lay the
panel on the bench to the side of the machine. Note that the console loom and mains loom are
attached to this panel so these have to be disconnected to fully remove the panel from the
machine.
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When refitting this panel, place the bottom edge over the lower case then hinge the top of the
panel towards the vertical column, ensuring that the panel engages into the retaining clip on the
right hand side and refit the screws.
Removing the right hand lower cover will give access to the switch mode power supply and
motor supply transformer. First remove both left-hand side covers as shown above. Remove
the 10 off M4 crosshead screws from the top of the panel then lift the panel away from the
machine.
LRX Plus
Removing the lower front cover of an LRX Plus machine will give access to the drive motor, motor
encoder, drive belt, switch mode power supply, motor supply transformer, the motor drive PCB
and the MT control PCB. Remove the 3 off M4 crosshead screws around the rear outer edge of
the machine and the 11 off M4 crosshead screws under the front edge of the cover.
Unscrew the lower pin from the circular boss on the base of the machine then slide the cover
forwards and upwards then remove from the machine. Take care not to damage the emergency
stop switch when removing the front cover.
LR5K Plus and LR10K Plus
Removing the lower front cover of an LR5K Plus or LR10K Plus machine will give access to the
drive motor, motor encoder and drive belt tensioner. Removing the lower rear cover will give
access to the switch mode power supplies, motor power supply, Servo Drive module and the
MT control PCB.
Remove the protective rubber mat from the base of the machine. If this is to be rolled up, roll it
so that the upper surface is on the outside to prevent it curling up at the edges when re-laid.
Remove the 2 off M4 crosshead screws on top of the required cover and the 2 off M4 socket
head screws under the bottom edge. The cover can now be removed by pulling the bottom
edge away from the machine. Take care not to damage the emergency stop switch when
removing the front cover.

8.5

Accessing the Control Console

Opening the rear of the control console will give access to the LCD display and the Console
PCB which contains the contrast potentiometer and the buzzer.
LF Plus.
Remove the front left cover as shown above.
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LRX Plus
Remove the 8 off M3 crosshead screws around the outside rear of the console. Pull the console
forwards then hold it facing downwards to access the PCB. Note that the console loom is
attached to this panel so this has to be disconnected to fully remove the panel from the machine.
LR5K Plus and LR10K Plus
Disconnect the external loom, remove the 4 off M4 socket head screws holding the console
assembly to the mounting bracket then lift the console assembly away from the machine. The
rear panel can now be removed by unscrewing the 8 off M3 crosshead screws around the rear
of the console.

8.6

Removing the Top Cover of an LF Plus

Removing the top cover from the vertical column will give access to the encoder. Remove the 4
off M3 crosshead screws then remove the cover.

8.7

Removing the Vertical Panels of an LF Plus

See drawing 07/2163 in section 14
Removing the vertical panels will give access to the leadscrew, guide bar, crosshead loom and
crosshead loom bobbin. Move the crosshead to approx. half extension so that the blinds are fully
exposed. Pull the top of the upper blind downwards away from the "Velcro" fastener at the top of
the machine and pull the bottom of the upper blind upwards away from the "Velcro" fastener at
the top of the moving crosshead. Compress the blind concertina by hand, rotate the blind through
90 degrees then pull then blind out from the front of the machine. Repeat for the lower blind.
Remove the 4 off M4 socket head screws securing the front vertical panel to the machine, remove
the panel then lay it on the bench in front of the machine. Note that the limit switch loom is
attached to this panel so this has to be disconnected to fully remove the panel from the machine.
When refitting this panel, ensure that the adjustable limit switch collars are at the extremes of their
travel and that then limit switch rod passes through the fork on the moving crosshead.
Disconnect the looms attached to the motor drive PCB then remove the 2 off M4 socket head
screws securing the motor drive PCB mounting plate to the rear vertical panel to the machine and
the M4 socket head screw securing the motor drive PCB mounting plate to the base panel. Pull
the mounting plate away from the vertical panel, remove the 2 off M4 pillars from the bottom of
the panel, remove the 2 off M4 socket head screws from the top of the panel then remove the
panel.
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8.8

Removing the Vertical Column of an LRX Plus

Removing the vertical column will give access to the leadscrew, guide bar, reed switch assembly,
crosshead PCB, crosshead loom and crosshead loom bobbin. Move the crosshead to approx. the
100mm position on the scale strip then pull the upper fabric blind downwards away from the
"Velcro" fastener at the top of the vertical column. Remove the 4 socket head screws securing the
top cover to the vertical column. Remove the 2 rubber grommets from the top of the vertical
column then loosen the 2 socket screws securing the clamp to the vertical guide bar. Remove the
top cover by lifting upwards away from the frame.
Draw a line across the 10 way loom where it rests over the top of the column. Disconnect the 20
way ribbon cable from connector CN3 on the Motor Drive PCB, unclip the loom from it's fixing
clips on the rear panel then pull the loose end of the cable out of the top of the column. Unscrew
the 4 nuts below the lower casting securing the vertical column then lift the column upwards until
the loom roller bobbin hangs free. Remove the bobbin from the loom then lift the column
upwards away from the leadscrew and guide bar.
When refitting the column, feed the loom down through the front right hand section of the vertical
column, ensuring that it is not twisted, then lower the column until it rests onto the lower casting.
Make a loop in the 20 way loom and feed it down the open section on the right hand side of the
column. Lift the column upwards until its bottom edge is level with the bottom of the crosshead
then pull the loop below the column. Position the loom roller bobbin over the loop then lower
the column ensuring that the roller fits inside the open section of the column.
When refitting the top cover, ensure that the line drawn on the 20 way loom is over the top of the
column and check that the loom positioned centrally over the upper edge of the column to
prevent it from being damaged by the top cover.

8.9

Removing the Side Columns of an LR5K Plus or LR10K Plus

Removing the rear right hand vertical column will give easier access to the crosshead loom and
tensator assembly although it is possible to replace these items with the covers in place.
Remove the 2 lower covers and protective rubber mat as detailed earlier. Remove the MT
Control board assembly by unscrewing the 2 countersunk screws securing the bracket to
machine then lifting the bracket off its locating pin. Unscrew the 4 countersunk screws securing
the mains On/Off switch assembly to machine, disconnect the plug then lift the assembly out of
machine.
Pull out the vertical rubber strip between the front and rear right hand vertical columns.
Remove the 4 screws from inside the right hand side panel of the machine, which hold the outer
caseware to the straining frame. Remove the 4 socket head screws on the lower right hand side
of machine, which secure BOTH front and rear vertical columns to the side panel. Remove the
4 socket head screws securing the rear vertical column to the lower crosshead.
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Remove the top cover from the machine by removing the 2 screws. Remove the upper right
hand blind assembly as shown in the relevant section, then remove the 2 screws securing the
rear vertical column to the top support of machine. Do NOT disturb the 3 smaller screws as
these are locating the leadscrew upper bearing. Carefully tilt the frame away from the base and
remove the vertical column. Refitting is carried out in the reverse order to removal.
Before tightening the screws securing the vertical column to the top support of machine, check
that the distance between the top inner edges of the vertical columns is 126mm (4.955 inches).
8.10

Lubrication

Note that the motor, gearbox and idler rollers are sealed for life and require no routine
maintenance.
LF Plus
Expose the leadscrew by pulling the fabric blinds away from the crosshead "Velcro" fasteners.
Lubricate the full length of the leadscrew and the guide bar with a soft lint free cloth soaked in
machine oil. Remove the vertical panels then apply a smear of petroleum jelly to the outer
edges of the vertical guide rail to lubricate the nylon crosshead guides.
LRX Plus
Expose the leadscrew by pulling the fabric blinds away from the crosshead "Velcro" fasteners.
Lubricate the full length of the leadscrew and the guide bar with a soft lint free cloth soaked in
machine oil. Apply a smear of petroleum jelly to the inner machined edges of the vertical
column to lubricate the nylon crosshead guides.
LR5K Plus and LR10K Plus
Expose the leadscrews by removing the 2 screws securing each of the 4 roller blinds to the
moving crosshead and allow the blinds to roll up against their coil springs. Do not allow the
blinds to wind up uncontrollably or the spring may be damaged. Lubricate the full length of the
leadscrews with a soft lint free cloth soaked in machine oil.
Apply a smear of petroleum jelly to the inside of the front and rear faces of all 4 vertical columns
for a distance of 35mm (one and a half inches) from the outer corners. This is to lubricate the
area where the crosshead slide blocks contact the cover.

8.11

Adjusting the Crosshead Guides

The nylon slide blocks are used to define the horizontal position of the crosshead to minimise
side loading of the loadcell during a test. There should be minimal clearance between the slide
blocks and the mating surfaces of the machine and this clearance is adjusted as shown below:-
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LF Plus
Push and pull on the crosshead and check that there is no free play. If there is movement, remove
both left hand side lower covers, remove any grips from the machine then move the crosshead
to the bottom of the machine. The nylon adjustment screws can be viewed through the cut-out at
the bottom left of the vertical column. Loosen both lock nuts using a 10mm open ended spanner,
then adjust the nylon screws until they just touch the outside of the vertical guide rail. Check that
the crosshead assembly is centred on the guide rail then tighten the lock nuts.
LRX Plus
Pull the lower fabric blind downwards away from the "Velcro" fastener at the bottom of the
crosshead. Unscrew the 2 off M3 socket head screws from the left hand side of the crosshead
then remove the lower cover plate from the bottom of the crosshead.
Move the crosshead to the top of the machine then check the clearance between the left hand
inside edge of the vertical column and the nylon slide block on the left hand side of the crosshead.
This clearance should be 0.1 mm to 0.15 mm (4 to 6 thousandths of an inch) and can be checked
by using feeler gauges.
If the clearance is not correct, loosen both the small locknut and the large locknut on the adjuster
assembly inside the moving crosshead. Screw both the small diameter rod and the large diameter
rod into the crosshead so that the nylon faces are clear of the sides of the vertical column. Screw
the larger rod outwards until it just touches the vertical column, turn outwards by 1/2 turn to
apply a slight preload to the side of the crosshead then tighten the large locknut. Screw the small
rod outwards until there is a clearance of 0.1 mm to 0.15 mm between the nylon face of the rod
and the inside edge of the vertical column, then tighten the small locknut.
LR5K Plus or LR10K Plus
Remove any grips from the machine, unscrew the eye end from the bottom of the loadcell then
remove the 4 blanking plugs on both sides of the machine. Move the crosshead so that the slide
blocks can be viewed through the access holes.
WARNING:Do NOT place any objects or fingers into these holes whilst the crosshead is moving.
There should be a clearance of 0.1mm to 0.15mm (4 to 6 thousandths of an inch) between the
slide blocks and the inside of the vertical column and this can be checked by using feeler gauges.
If adjustment is required, loosen the locknut on the adjusting bolt, adjust the bolt in or out to
achieve the correct clearance then retighten the locknut. When all 4 slide block clearances are
correct, refit the blanking plugs for customer safety.
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8.12

Adjusting the Drive Belt Tension

Check the condition of the drive belt. If the belt is worn, indicated by signs of fraying or belt dust
in the base of the machine, it is recommended that it is replaced.
LF Plus and LRX Plus
To replace the drive belt, loosen the 4 socket screws securing the motor assembly to the machine
then slide the motor towards the vertical column. Remove the drive belt from both the motor
and leadscrew pulleys, fit the new belt then tension as shown below.
The belt is tensioned by sliding the motor away from the vertical column. Check the tension by
twisting the belt mid way between the motor and leadscrew pulleys. It should be just possible to
twist the belt through 90 degrees.
LR5K Plus and LR10K Plus
To replace the drive belt, remove the 2 lower covers then mark reference lines between the
leadscrew pulleys and the lower crosshead to ensure that the alignment of the crosshead will be
maintained. Loosen the bolts securing the right hand idler roller assembly to the lower
crosshead then slide this assembly towards the leadscrew.
Remove the drive belt then fit a new one ensuring that the marks on the leadscrew and lower
crosshead are still in line. Slide the idler roller towards the drive motor pulley to achieve the
correct belt tension. The tension is correct if the belt can just be twisted by 90 degrees mid
way between the motor and leadscrew pulleys.

8.13

Replacing the Drive Motor and / or Gearbox

The drive motor may require replacing if faulty and the gearbox may require replacing if it
becomes excessively noisy.
LF Plus
See drawings 07/2163 Sheet 3 and Sheet 4
Note that the drive motor and gearbox are supplied as a complete assembly.
Remove both left hand covers and the right hand cover as shown earlier then remove the two
wires from the right hand side of the motor. Remove the 4 off M5 bolts securing the motor
bracket to the base of the machine then lift the motor/gearbox assembly out of the machine.
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Remove the 3 off M6 socket head bolts securing the motor to the bracket then remove the
motor. Remove the M4 socket head screw securing the pulley to the motor shaft then remove
the washer, pulley and key. Fit the pulley onto the new motor using the key, washer and both
then fit the motor to the bracket using the 4 off M6 socket head bolts.
Lay the motor bracket on the base of the machine in front of the vertical column then carefully
fit the belt over the motor pulley, ensuring that it fits correctly over the leadscrew pulley. Refit
the 4 off M5 socket head bolts to secure the motor bracket to the machine then tension the belt
as shown in the relevant section.
Refit the motor wires.
LRX Plus
Note that the drive motor and gearbox are supplied as a complete assembly and it is
recommended that the motor is not separated from the gearbox.
Remove the lower cover then remove the fan bracket from the left hand side of the machine.
Disconnect the encoder plug from CN4 on the Motor Drive PCB then disconnect the motor
wires from the screw connector blocks CN10 and CN11. Remove the 4 bolts securing the
gearbox to the rear of the machine then lift the motor/gearbox assembly out of the machine.
Note the orientation and position of the pulley on the gearbox shaft then loosen the M4 socket
head screw in the pulley and remove the pulley. Fit the pulley onto the new gearbox then align
the new motor against the rear of the machine.
Fit the drive belt over the leadscrew and motor pulleys. Refit the 4 securing bolts to the
gearbox then check that the motor is horizontal before fully tightening the bolts. Check that the
motor pulley is at the same height as the leadscrew pulleys to ensure that the belt does not rub
against the end cheeks. Refit the drive belt and tension the belt as shown in the relevant
section.
Reconnect the encoder plug to CN4 and refit the motor wires as shown below:Front connector (CN11)
Rear Connector (CN10)

Blue to Motor
Green/Yellow (Ground to Motor – If fitted)
Green/Yellow (Ground to Chassis – If fitted)
Brown to Motor

LR5K Plus and LR10K Plus
To replace a motor, remove the 2 lower covers, disconnect the motor wiring from the servo
module and disconnect the encoder plug from the motor drive PCB. Remove the 4 off through
bolts using a 7mm open ended spanner then remove the motor from the gearbox.
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To replace a gearbox, mark reference lines on both leadscrew pulleys and the lower crosshead
to ensure that the pulleys can be repositioned before refitting the drive belt. Release the belt
tension by moving the adjustable roller assembly, then remove the drive belt. Remove the 4
bolts securing the gearbox to the lower crosshead then lift the gearbox out of the machine.
Loosen the M4 socket head screw in the pulley then remove the pulley from the gearbox shaft.
Fit the pulley onto the new gearbox then align the new motor against the lower crosshead.
Refit the 4 securing bolts, checking that the gearbox is horizontal before fully tightening the
bolts. Check that the pulley is at the same height as the leadscrew pulleys to ensure that the
belt does not rub against the end cheeks.
Refit the drive belt ensuring that the marks on the leadscrew and lower crosshead are still in
line. Tension the belt as shown in the relevant section.

8.14

Adjusting or Replacing the Roller Blinds on an LR5K Plus or LR10K Plus

Check the condition of the 4 roller blinds. If any one is frayed or worn, it is advisable to replace
it to prevent an accumulation of dirt collecting on the leadscrews. The fabric blinds are glued
onto the outer surface of a circular tube. Inside this tube is a central shaft, around which is a coil
spring. This spring is connected to both the tube and the shaft. The blind is unrolled from this
tube by the movement of the crosshead but is rewound by the action of the spring. If the spring
weakens with age then the blind may not roll up correctly and will hang loosely in the straining
frame.
Each retaining tube is secured to the machine by 2 bolts, an ACCESS BOLT and a SECURING
BOLT. Removing the ACCESS BOLT exposes a tensioning slot in the end of the central shaft.
Note that the lower covers have to be removed to reach the lower blind fixing bolts.
The location of the ACCESS BOLT is shown in the table below.
BLIND
Lower Left Hand
Upper Left Hand
Lower Right Hand
Upper Right Hand

ACCESS BOLT
Rear
Front
Front
Rear

SECURING BOLT
Front
Rear
Rear
Front

Tensioning the Roller Blinds
Remove the 2 screws securing the roller blind to the moving crosshead and allow the blind to
roll up against it's coil spring taking care not allow the blind to wind up uncontrollably or the
spring may be damaged.
Remove the ACCESS BOLT, shown in the table above, then insert a flat bladed screwdriver
into the tensioning slot of the central shaft. Loosen the SECURING BOLT by approx. one
turn, ensuring that the screwdriver prevents the shaft from turning.
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Rotate the shaft anticlockwise until the spring becomes slack, then pull the bracket on the end of
the blind approx. 300mm (12 inches) away from the roller. Rotate the shaft clockwise, until the
blind JUST winds up fully, then lock it in this position by tightening the SECURING BOLT.
Do NOT over-wind the blind because it may tear when the crosshead is moved to the extreme
ends of its travel. Refit and gently tighten the ACCESS BOLT, noting that it may be necessary
to use 2 screwdrivers, one on each end of the blind assembly, to prevent the shaft from rotating
from its set position. Refit the 2 screws securing the blind to the moving crosshead.
Replacing a Blind
If a blind has to be replaced, remove the 2 screws securing it to the moving crosshead and allow
the blind to carefully roll up against its coil spring. Remove the access bolt, shown in the table
above, then insert a flat bladed screwdriver into the tensioning slot of the central shaft.
Remove the bolt on the opposite end of the shaft then lift the assembly away from the straining
frame, ensuring that a note is made of the position of any spacers or brackets that are also
secured with these bolts.
Locate the new blind assembly into the straining frame so that the blind will unroll inside the
vertical columns. This will be shown by the tensioning slot in the assembly being against the
hole for the access bolt. Refit any spacers or brackets then loosely fit the bolt into the opposite
side from the access bolt. Tension the blind as detailed above.

8.15

Replacing a Tensator Assembly on an LR5K Plus or LR10K Plus

See drawing 07/2014 in section 14
PLEASE TAKE CARE WHEN TOUCHING THE TENSATOR SPRING BECAUSE
IT HAS SHARP EDGES! WEAR PROTECTIVE GLOVES IF AVAILABLE.
The crosshead loom is held under slight tension by the tensator assembly to prevent the loom
from curling up and jamming between the crosshead and the side cover when the crosshead
moves up and down. After prolonged service, the tensator spring may break and will have to be
replaced.
Remove the 2 screws securing the upper right hand roller blind to the moving crosshead and
allow the blind to roll up against its coil spring. Do not allow the blind to wind up uncontrollably
or the spring may be damaged. Locate the crosshead loom (item 1 – 09/0718) which is attached
to the moving bracket (item 3 - BRT/0472/00). Remove the circlip (item 4 - CLX/0061/00) from
one end of the securing pin (item 5 - RDT/0187/00) then push the pin out of the bracket.
Remove the roller (item 6 - ROT/0047/00) and the crosshead loom. Push the tensator spring
and boss assembly (item 2 - BOT/0259/00 and item 7 – SRT/0129/00) upwards away from the
top fixing bracket at the top of the machine then remove the assembly.
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Fit the crosshead loom (item 1) and roller (item 6) into the new tensator assembly using the
securing pin (item 5), preferably using a new circlip (item 4 – CLX/0061/00). Carefully pull the
spring and roller assembly upwards to wards the top of the machine by holding the outer edges
of the rod then hook the rod under the top fixing bracket at the top of the machine.
Note that later machines are fitted with a vertical tensator guide to retain the moving bracket.
When refitting the moving bracket, ensure that the slot engages over the guide flange.

8.16

Replacing a Crosshead Loom

The crosshead loom is attached to the moving crosshead and is held under slight tension either
by a weighted bobbin or a tensator assembly. After prolonged service, the conductors in the
loom may start to break where the loom runs around the roller and the load reading will jump
or the machine may not correctly recognise the loadcell value. If these symptoms occur, the
loom will have to be replaced.
LF Plus
See drawings 07/2165 and 07/2166 in section 14
Remove the 2 left hand covers and the 2 vertical covers as shown earlier. Ensure that all the
mains connections and electronics are isolated from the metal caseware then reconnect the
mains to the machine. Move the crosshead to approx.75% extension then disconnect the mains
from the machine.
Remove the M5 socket head screw securing the bottom of the vertical guide rail (item 5 on
07/2166) to the left hand side of the vertical column. Remove the 2 off M3 socket head screws
securing the top of the vertical guide rail to the top plate of the machine.
Do NOT remove the TOP PLATE or the encoder will be damaged.
Remove the 2 off M5 socket head screws securing the slide bracket (item 4 on 07/2165) to the
left hand side of the crosshead then remove the slide bracket and the loom retaining plate (if
fitted). Remove the 4 off M3 crosshead screws securing the crosshead cover to the crosshead
then remove the cover. Carefully remove the clip from the top of the 20 way IDC connector
on the crosshead PCB.
Pull the "U" clip off the crosshead loom where it passes over the top edge of the front channel
then draw a line across the 20 way loom at this position. Slide the bobbin upwards in the channels
and remove from the left hand side of the vertical column. Carefully pull the 20 way crosshead
loom off the double sided tape on the crosshead, pull the loom out from the bottom of the front
channel then disconnect the loom from the 20 way connector CN11 on the motor drive PCB.
Lay the new loom alongside the original loom then fold the new loom to the same shape as the
original and mark the position where the loom passed over the top edge of the front channel.
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Connect the new loom to the crosshead PCB and secure with the clip previously removed.
Note that the clip should be fitted over the 20 way connector and NOT over the cable. Secure
the crosshead loom to the crosshead using new double sided tape then lower the loom
between the channels until the mark is over the top edge of the front channel. Secure the loom
in position with the "U" clip then lower the bobbin into the channel. Pull the loom through the
bottom of the front channel and connect to CN11 on the motor drive PCB.
Refit the slide bracket and loom retaining plate (if fitted) to the left hand side of the crosshead then
refit the vertical guide rail ensuring that the top left hand face of the guide rail is flush with the
left hand edge of the top plate of the machine. Rebuild the rest of the machine.

LRX Plus
Remove the vertical column as shown in section 8.8. Disconnect the loom from the 20 way
connector CN3 on the crosshead PCB. Unscrew the 2 screws securing the retaining plate over
the 20 way loom then remove the loom.
Lay the new loom alongside the original loom then fold the new loom to the same shape as the
original and mark the position where the loom passed over the top edge of the column.
Connect the new loom to the crosshead PCB and secure the loom to the crosshead bracket
using the clamp previously removed. Rebuild the machine as shown in section 8.8

LR5K Plus or LR10K Plus
Remove the lower covers, the cover around the 15 pin loadcell socket and the rear right hand
side column from the machine, unclipping the loom from any cable clamps on the side column of
the machine. Disconnect the crosshead loom from the MT Control PCB then mark the loom
where it is secured under the clamp on the lower crosshead. Remove the clamp whilst holding
the loom and carefully remove the loom from the tensator roller. Be careful as the edge of
the tensator spring is sharp. Unscrew the 15 pin D connector from the bracket on the
moving crosshead, remove the clamp on the bottom of the moving crosshead, unclip the loom
from any remaining securing clamps then remove the loom from the machine.
Lay the new loom alongside the original loom then fold the new loom to the same shape as the
original and mark the positions of the securing clamps. Fit the 15 pin D connector to the
bracket on the moving crosshead then secure the loom under the clamp on the bottom of the
moving crosshead. Pass the loom over the tensator roller then secure under the clamp on the
bottom crosshead at the marked position. Connect the loom to the MT Control PCB then
rebuild the rest of the machine.
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8.17

Loadcell and Lower Crosshead Eye End Threads

LOADCELL OR MACHINE
5N - 500N Loadcell Eye End Thread
1kN - 10kN Loadcell Eye End Thread
5N - 10kN Loadcell Fixing Bolt Thread
LF Plus and LRX Plus Lower Crosshead Thread
LR5K Plus and LR10K Plus Lower Crosshead Thread

8.18

XLC Loadcell Mounting Rods
LOADCELL
5N - 10kN
M12 – 1.75p

8.19

FEMALE THREAD SIZE
M6 – 1p
M12 - 1.75p
M12 - 1.75p
M12 - 1.75p
Non Removable

LRX PLUS
Button Head Screw
70108412025

LR5K PLUS AND LR10K PLUS
ADT/0150/00

Grip Through Pins

See mechanical drawing 20/0082 in section 14
EYE END
DIAMETER
5/8 Inch
15.875 mm
1-1/4 Inch
31.75 mm
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THROUGH PIN
DIAMETER
5/16 Inch
7.75 mm
1/2 Inch
12.7 mm

THROUGH PIN
LENGTH
39 mm

PART NUMBER

65 mm

PIN/0061/00

PIT/0169/00
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8.20

Loadcell and Lower Crosshead Eye Ends

See loadcell drawings 01/2365 to 01/2480 in section 14
DEVICE
5N - 500N
Loadcell
1kN - 10kN
Loadcell
LRX Plus
Lower
Crosshead
LR5K Plus and LR10K
Plus Lower
Crosshead
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5/8 INCH
EYE END
EET/0088/00 with
NTT/0139/00
M20 – 2.5p
Locking Rings
PIN/0322/00 with
NTT/0151/00
M24 – 2p
Locking Rings
PIN/0322/00 with
NTT/0151/00
M24 – 2p
Locking Rings
Non Removable 5/8 Inch
Fixing with
NTT/0151/00
M24 – 2p
Locking Rings

1-1/4 INCH
EYE END
Not Applicable
Use ADT/0030/00
Adapter Sleeve
Use ADT/0030/00
Adapter Sleeve
Use ADT/0030/00
Adapter Sleeve
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9. CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
9.1

General

The following procedures should be carried out annually to maintain the machine at optimum
accuracy and also to comply with local load verification standards, if required.
9.2

Checking the Extension Measurement

The crosshead extension cannot be adjusted, but the accuracy may be checked by using an
engineers rule.
1

Remove any grips then set the lower limit pointer to its lowest position.

2

Move the crosshead down until it is almost at the bottom of it's travel. Press the ZERO
key and check that the extension display shows zero.

3

Measure 400mm (LF Plus and LRX Plus) or 800mm (LR5K Plus and LR10K Plus) from the
top of the crosshead and mark this position with a soft pencil etc. on the side of the
caseware.

4

Move the crosshead up until the top of the crosshead is in line with the mark.

5

Check that the extension reading on the console is 400mm (LF Plus and LRX Plus) or
800mm (LR5K Plus and LR10K Plus) +/- 1mm.

6

Press the RETURN key and check that the crosshead returns to the original position and
that the display shows zero.

9.3

Checking the Crosshead Speed

The crosshead speed cannot be adjusted, but the accuracy may be checked by using a stop watch.
1

Remove any grips then set the upper and lower limit pointers to the top and bottom of the
scale.

2

Move the crosshead down until it is almost at the bottom of it's travel. Press the ZERO
key and check that the extension display shows zero.

3

Measure 250 mm from the top of the crosshead and mark this position with a soft pencil
etc. on the side of the caseware.

4

Select 250 mm/min test speed.
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5

Start the machine and check the time taken for the crosshead to reach the upper mark.
This should be 60 +/-1 second.

6

If the speed is not correct, check the waveforms from the motor speed encoder.

9.4

Load Calibration Principle

The load measuring system of the machine may be verified in accordance with the local force
verifying standards. The exact procedure may differ slightly between countries, but a general
guide is given here.
On arrival at the site, place the calibration equipment in the vicinity of the force measuring
equipment that is to be verified. Carry out the service of the equipment as per the service
procedures, if required by the customer. On completion of the service, ensure that all surfaces
are clean. Pay particular attention to any contact surfaces that will be used during calibration, i.e.
compression platens. Discuss with the customer which modes are required to be verified.
Calculate the lowest load value that can be verified (Lower Limit of Verification) at the relevant
grading of 0.5 or 1%. The lower limit of verification is determined by the resolution of the system.
Record the zero fluctuation of the display with no load applied and also record the smallest load
that can be measured by the system. The resolution is half of the fluctuation or one increment of
count, whichever is the greater. Multiply the resolution by 400 to obtain the lowest load that can
be verified on a 0.5% system (class 0.5). The load can be verified down to half of this value if the
certificate states that this range is only accurate to 1%.
Mount the proving device in the equipment noting that a ball and boss device must be used for
compression loads to ensure that the applied force is perpendicular to the proving device.
Exercise the loadcell and verification equipment three times between zero and maximum load,
holding maximum load for 30 seconds each time. Remove the load and adjust the loadcell and
verification equipment to read zero load.
Slowly apply at least five equally spaced forces upwards from 20% of the load range and record
the readings obtained by the machine. If the load is to be verified below 20%, but not lower than
the Lower Limit of Verification, apply the lower forces in factors of 1, 2 and 5 or multiples of 5%
depending upon the exact requirements of the standard being used, e.g. BS EN ISO 7500-1 or
ASTM E4.
At the end of each loading, the zero reading of the testing machine shall be recorded after
removing the force. This reading should be taken between thirty seconds and two minutes after
the test. Repeat the test a further two times to obtain the average values at each loading.
Measure the temperature of the proving device before, during and after the tests.
9.5

Load Calibration Procedure

Refer to Diagnostic mode section for details of how to use the Diagnostic Mode to verify and
calibrate the loadcell.
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10. FAULT FINDING
10.1

General

Before starting any detailed fault finding, always check the power supplies.
It is important to note that the MT Control PCB is a multi-layer PCB which is fitted with
surface mounted components so is NOT field repairable. If this PCB fails, the only
course of action is to replace it with a new one, so it is recommended to keep a spare
MT Control PCB in your service stock.
The Motor Drive PCBs may have limited repair work carried out on them, mainly
replacing the PWM Driver IC and the voltage regulators.

10.2

Mains Supply Checks

See figure 1 of the Power Supply Section.
Troubleshooting techniques should always include fuse checks, voltage measurements and a visual
inspection for loose or broken connectors.
The input power connector contains 2 fuses, one in each line, and these should be checked if the
machine shows no sign of power. To check these fuses, remove the mains connector from the
socket on the rear of the machine then unclip the top of the socket using a thin bladed
screwdriver. The 2 fuses can then be pulled out together with their holders. When refitting these
holders, ensure that the arrows face the same direction as that shown on the mains socket.
Always replace any fuse with the same type and size as the original.
Note that if the Emergency Stop button is pressed, the power will be disconnected from the
machine, so this should be checked if the machine shows no sign of power.

10.3

Analogue and Digital Supplies

See figures 2 and 3 of the Power Supply Section.
The Analogue and Digital power supply is a commercial switched mode unit supply having 3
outputs of +5V, +15V and -15V and fault finding is restricted to measuring it's output voltages.
Lloyd Instruments Ltd have no circuit diagrams for this power supply so if the unit fails, it must be
replaced by a new one.
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10.4

Motor Drive Supplies

The Low Power Motor Drive PCB requires a +26V DC supply and the Medium Power Drive
PCB requires a +60V DC supply and these supplies are produced by a chassis mounted toroidal
transformer. The AC from the mains transformer is full wave rectified and smoothed by a bridge
rectifier and smoothing capacitor on the Motor Drive PCB. The secondary output of the
transformer is protected by a 10 Amp fuse on the Motor Drive PCB so this should be checked if a
Motor Fault is present.
10.5

Table of Power Supplies

All the supplies are referenced to chassis so the chassis can be used as the ground (0V) point when
taking voltage measurements. The voltages may be measured as shown in the tables below:Low Power Motor Drive PCB Supplies
DC VOLTAGE

MEASUREMENT POINT

GROUND REFERENCE

+5V

CN6 Pin 4

Chassis

+15V

CN6 Pin 1

Chassis

-15V

CN6 Pin 3

Chassis

+7.5V

Crosshead Connector Pin

Chassis

+10V

CN1 Pin 1 (nearest RV1)

Chassis

or check that LED5 is lit
+12V

CN14 pin 1

Chassis

+26V

CN4 pin 1

Chassis

Medium Power Motor Drive PCB Supplies
DC VOLTAGE

MEASUREMENT POINT

GROUND REFERENCE

+5V

CN8 Pin 4

Chassis

+15V

CN8 Pin 1

Chassis

-15V

CN8 Pin 3

Chassis

+10V

Check that LED5 is lit

Chassis

+12V

CN9 pin 1

Chassis

(or check that fan is running)
+60V
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MT Control PCB Supplies
DC VOLTAGE

MEASUREMENT POINT

GROUND REFERENCE

+5V

CN2 Pin 4

CN2 Pin 5 (Nearest to Reset
Switch)

+15V

CN2 Pin 1

CN2 Pin 5

-15V

CN2 Pin 3

CN2 Pin 5
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10.6

Fault Finding Charts

This section is intended as a guide to assist with fault finding. It is not possible to define every fault
condition but this information should enable the area of the fault to be easily located.
The following procedures assume that all fuses have been checked, the voltages referred to in the
voltage tables have been measured and that a RAM DUMP has been carried out.
SYMPTOM

PROBABLE CAUSES AND ACTIONS

No text on display

No mains input:Check mains fuses and Emergency Stop switch. Note that the
mains switch may still light even if the emergency stop button is
pressed.

Wording on LCD
display has poor
contrast.

Check setting of contrast control RV1 on the console PCB.
Minimum contrast will be with +5V on the slider of RV1 and
maximum contrast will be with 0V.

No beep when keys
are pressed

Check connections to membrane keypad:See figure 1 in the microprocessor section for details of keypad
connections.

Loadcell Overload

This indicates that the output voltage from the loadcell amplifier
is out of the normal operating range, i.e. too high or too low.
This can be caused by a damaged loadcell.
If possible, check the machine with another loadcell.
Select the Load Diagnostic Mode, disconnect the loadcell and
check the load reading on the display. If the reading is close to
zero, the loadcell may be faulty.
Check the 4V bridge supply on pin 10 of the XLC loadcell
socket on the moving crosshead.
Check the Crosshead Loom for broken conductors.
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SYMPTOM

PROBABLE CAUSES AND ACTIONS

No change in load
as sample is tested.

This can be caused by a damaged loadcell.
If possible, check the machine with another loadcell.
Check the Crosshead Loom for broken conductors.
Check that the ADC is converting an analogue voltage by
selecting the PC Diagnostic Mode as shown in section 11.14.
Press "v" to run the voltage test and note the Loadcell Amplifier
Output shown in ch[7]. Apply a load to the loadcell, press "v"
again and check that the voltage has changed. If the voltage
changes, try re-calibrating the loadcell. If the voltage does not
change, replace the MT Control PCB.

Console display
indicates a different
value loadcell than
fitted

This can be caused by the Loadcell EEPROM being
erased. Note that an erased EEPROM will normally
display a message that a loadcell is not fitted.
If possible, check the machine with another loadcell.
Reprogram the loadcell using the diagnostic mode.
If the display still does not show the correct value, check the
+5V on pin 11 of the loadcell socket on the moving crosshead.

Crosshead will not
move either up or
down

Motor drive fault.
Check that the green LED (LED5) is lit on the Motor Drive
PCB. If not, check the fuse and the +10V zener diode D7 on
the PCB.
Check the green LED (LED3) is lit when a Jog key is pressed. If
not, check the enable signal on Pin 5 of IC3B on the Motor
Drive PCB. This should be +0V for Stop and +10V to drive.
Check that no red LED is lit on the Motor Drive PCB.
Check the PWM signal on pin 2 of the PWM Driver IC.
Check the +12V supply on the PCB.
Check the +26V / +60V DC Supply on the Motor Drive PCB
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SYMPTOM

PROBABLE CAUSES AND ACTIONS

Motor only runs in
one direction.

Check the console for any error messages.
Check that both limit microswitches are open on LRX Plus or
closed on an LF Plus, LR5K Plus or LR10K Plus.
Check that no red LED is lit on the Motor Drive PCB.

Motor runs at
maximum speed

Motor encoder fault.
Check the +5V supply on pin 1 of the encoder plug. Also
check the two quadrature encoder pulses on Pins 3 and 4 of
the encoder plug. If not present, check the encoder by
substitution.
Check the encoder pulses on pins 8 and 9 of IC1 on the MT
Control PCB.
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11. DIAGNOSTIC MODES
11.1

General

The main use of the internal Engineer's Diagnostic Mode is to calibrate a loadcell or extensometer,
or to reprogram the EEPROM on the Motor Drive PCB if this has been replaced during servicing.
The machine also has a PC Diagnostic Mode which can be used to check the operation of the
ADC and to measure the power supply voltages without using a voltmeter or opening the
machine.
THE DIAGNOSTIC MODES ARE SPECIFICALLY FOR SERVICE ENGINEERS AND IT IS
VERY IMPORTANT THAT CUSTOMERS DO NOT USE THESE FEATURES.
WARNING
CARE MUST BE TAKEN to ensure that accidental damage does not occur to either the
mainframe, loadcell or calibration equipment when calibrating a loadcell.

11.2

Selecting the Internal Diagnostic Mode

The machine is set into the Internal Diagnostic mode by pressing the 3rd key from the left under
the LCD display when Company Name is displayed, e.g. "Lloyd Instruments Ltd". The screen
will then request a password:- enter 01489 then press the Accept key. When the machine is in
diagnostic mode, the INITIAL DIAGNOSTIC display will be as shown below:Diagnostics
Load
Cell

Motor
Drive

Soak
Test

>

Select the required mode by pressing the soft key under the text. The Initial Diagnostic mode
screen is split into 3 main sections which contain the following functions:Load Cell

Changing the Loadcell Value
Viewing Loadcell Overloads

Motor Drive

Setting the Machine Type

Soak Test

Production Soak Testing

Loadcell Verification and Calibration

To exit the diagnostic mode, repeatedly press the ENTER key until the machine returns to its
normal operating mode.
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AFTER USING THE DIAGNOSTICS FEATURE, PLEASE ENSURE THAT THE
MACHINE IS SET TO NORMAL OPERATION BEFORE HANDING THE MACHINE
BACK TO THE CUSTOMER.

NOTE THAT THE STARTING SCREEN FOR ALL THE FOLLOWING
PROCEDURES IS THE DIAGNOSTIC SCREEN SHOWN ABOVE.
11.3

Changing the Loadcell Value and Serial Number

This should only be required if the loadcell EEPROM has been accidentally erased.
1

Press the key under LOADCELL to display the Calibrate Loadcell screen shown below:-

Serial
Number
XXXX

2

Calibrate Load Cell
Size
50kN

Calibrate
Or Verify

View
Points

The Loadcell Value may be selected by pressing the key under SIZE which displays the
screen shown below:Change Or Accept Load Cell Rating
<

50kN
>

3

The < and > keys scroll through list of pre-programmed Loadcell values. Select the
required value then press the ENTER key to store the value in the loadcell EEPROM and
return to the Calibrate Loadcell screen.

4

The Serial Number of the loadcell may be entered by pressing the key under SERIAL
NUMBER to display the screen shown below:Change Or Accept Load Cell Serial Number
Bksp

5

XXXXX
Clear All

Enter the required Serial Number using the keypad then press the ENTER key twice to
store the value in the loadcell EEPROM and return to the Diagnostics screen.
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11.4

Loadcell Verification and Calibration

This mode is for Checking, Verifying and Calibrating a Loadcell
Before a loadcell can be verified, it must be checked to ensure it is in good condition.
11.4a Checking for Loadcell Overloads
1

Press the key under LOADCELL to display the Calibrate Loadcell screen shown below:Calibrate Load Cell
Serial
Number
XXXX

2

Size
50kN

Calibrate
Or Verify

View
Points

Press the key under VIEW POINTS to display the screen below:View Load Cell Information
Cal
Points

3

Last
Overload

To check for any MAJOR overloads (more than 120% FSD), press the key under LAST
OVERLOAD. A screen similar to the two screens below will be shown. The first screen
below will be shown if no overloads have occurred and the second screen will be shown if
a MAJOR overload has occurred. Both screens show the current date and time in UTC
(GMT) but note that the current time may not be the same as the local time. The second
screen also indicates the total number of major overloads that have occurred and the date
and time when the LAST overload occurred.
Load Cell Overloads
None
Today's Date 23/06/1999 14:56 UTC

Load Cell Overloads
Number of Overloads is 1
Last Overloaded on 11/01/1999 12:32 UTC
Today's Date 23/06/1999 14:56 UTC

4

To check for any MINOR overloads that may have caused a permanent loadcell offset,
press the Accept key then press the key under CAL POINTS to display the screen shown
below:-
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Load Cell Calibration Point 1 of X
Measured XXXXXN
Absolute XXN
True
XXXXXN
<
>
Delete

5

Check that the Absolute Load Value is less than +/- 5% of the loadcell value when no
grips are fitted to the loadcell. A higher value than this indicates that the loadcell may
have been slightly overloaded.

6

Press the > key to scroll through the stored calibration points until the True value shows
0N. The Measured Value shows the offset that was stored during the last calibration so
this should be compared with the present offset value to check if the loadcell zero has
drifted more than +/- 5%. If it has drifted, the loadcell may loose its repeatability.
In both cases, the loadcell may not achieve the required accuracy during the verification
and if it fails the calibration, it must be replaced because these loadcells are NOT
repairable.

7

Press the ENTER key three times to return to the Diagnostic screen.

11.4b Loadcell Verification
It is recommended that each loadcell is VERIFIED (checked) for accuracy at yearly intervals.
The verification procedure involves applying two or three series of accurately known forces
(True Forces) to the loadcell then checking that the load displayed on the console LCD is within
the required accuracy (usually 0.5%). If the displayed forces are found to be within the required
accuracy then no further action is required. However, if the loadcell does NOT achieve the
required accuracy, then it has to be CALIBRATED by entering calibration points.
Note that the loadcell can ONLY be Verified if an accurate means of applying load is
available. Generally, the load may be applied by using weights (masses), for loads up
to 500N (100 lbf), or by proving rings/calibrated loadcell for loads above 100N (20 lbf).
If the load is applied using weights, then the crosshead does not have to be moved to apply the
load. If the load is measured by a proving ring or a calibrated loadcell, then the load is applied by
moving the crosshead so the calibration mode allows the crosshead to be moved at very slow
speeds. The crosshead speed and direction can be changed during the calibration to accurately
apply the required load and the actions of the console keys in this mode are as follows:The FAST JOG keys select the crosshead DIRECTION.
The GO and RETURN keys are disabled.
The initial crosshead speed is selected using the numerical keypad as shown in the table below,
noting that the number 0 will stop the crosshead with the servo holding the load.
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KEY
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0

SPEED
10 mm/min
5 mm/min
2 mm/min
1 mm/min
0.5 mm/min
0.2 mm/min
0.1 mm/min
0.05 mm/min
0.01 mm/min
ACTIVE STOP

The speed can be varied during the calibration by the following two methods:a

By pressing the required keys from 1 to 9 as shown above.

b

By pressing the SLOW JOG keys to increase or decrease the speed in steps of the
selected speed, i.e.
If a speed of say 0.1mm/min (key number 1) is selected, the speed will increase in 0.1mm/min
steps every time the SLOW JOG UP button is pressed. This allows a quick way of increasing
the speed to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5mm/min etc. The speed will decrease in 0.1mm/min steps
every time the SLOW JOG DOWN button is pressed and this allows a quick way of decreasing
the speed to 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1 and 0 etc. Note that the selected speed is remembered after the
speed has been decreased to 0mm/min, so the speed can be changed from say 0.1, 0.2, 0.1, 0,
0.1, 0.2 etc during the calibration by pressing the slow jog keys without reselecting any number
key.

It is important that the loadcell and verification equipment is exercised three times
between zero and maximum load in the mode to be verified, holding maximum load for
30 seconds each time, before carrying out the load verification as shown below:1

Press the key under LOADCELL to display the Calibrate Loadcell screen shown below:Calibrate Load Cell
Serial
Number
XXXX

2

Size
50kN

Calibrate
Or Verify

View
Points

Press the key under CALIBRATE OR VERIFY to display the screen shown below:Serial Number XXXXX
Measured Load XXXXX N
Clear
Cal
Points
Point
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3

Attach the calibration device to the machine ensuring that no load is applied to the
loadcell or calibration device.

4

Zero the load reading on the calibration device.

5

Press the Zero key on the control console to zero the machine's load display.

6

Press the FAST JOG UP key to select an upward movement of the crosshead ready to
apply a Tension Load. Note that the machine will NOT move until a speed has been
selected.

7

Select the required initial speed by pressing the relevant numbered key as shown earlier.
The machine will start moving in the up direction and the LOAD APPLICATION
Screen will be displayed as shown below:Serial Number XXXXX
Measured Load XXXXX N
Driving up at XXmm/min

Size 50kN

8

Move the crosshead to apply the first required load noting that the speed can be varied
during the calibration using the keys shown earlier.

9

When the required load is applied, press the 0 key on the numerical keypad to stop the
machine WITH THE LOAD HELD by the motor servo electronics. Do NOT press the
STOP button because the servo will switch off and the crosshead will fall slightly so the
required load will no longer be applied. Note the load value displayed on the console.

10

Press the slow up jog key or press a number key to restart the crosshead in the up
direction and continue the verification by applying the required loads up to the full scale
value of the loadcell.

11

When the full scale force has been applied, press the FAST JOG DOWN key to select a
downward movement of the crosshead then remove the load by pressing the relevant
number key to select a suitable speed.

12

The loadcell can be verified in the compression mode by following the same procedure
except that the FAST JOG DOWN key is used instead of the FAST JOG UP key to
select the compressive direction.

13

Enter the noted load values into the verification sheet then calculate the loadcell accuracy
according to the relevant local standards.

14

If the loadcell meets the required standard, issue a Calibration Certificate.

15

If the loadcell does NOT meet the required standard, press the Accept key
twice to return to the Diagnostic screen then Calibrate the loadcell as shown
below.
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11.4c Loadcell Calibration
1

Press the key under LOADCELL to display the Calibrate Loadcell screen shown below:-

Serial
Number
XXXX

2

Calibrate Load Cell
Size
50kN

Calibrate
Or Verify

View
Points

Press the key under CALIBRATE OR VERIFY to display the screen shown below:Serial Number XXXXX
Measured Load XXXXX N
Clear
Cal
Points
Point

Size 50kN
Tension

3

Press the key under CLEAR POINTS then press the key under YES to erase ALL
previous calibration data.

4

Attach the calibration device to the machine ensuring that no load is applied to the
loadcell or calibration device.

5

Press the key under CAL POINT to display the Cal Point screen shown below:True Load
XXXXX N
Measured Load XXXXX N
Change
Accept
True
Tension

Cancel

6

Press the key under ACCEPT TENSION to store the zero point into the loadcell
EEPROM then redisplay the previous screen.

7

Zero the load reading on the calibration device.

8

Press the Zero key on the control console to zero the machine's load display.

9

Press the FAST JOG UP key to select an upward movement of the crosshead ready to
apply a Tension Load. Note that the machine will NOT move until a speed has been
selected.

9

Select the required initial speed by pressing the relevant numbered key as shown earlier.
The machine will start moving in the up direction and the LOAD APPLICATION
Screen will be displayed as shown below:-
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Serial Number XXXXX
Measured Load XXXXX N
Driving up at XXmm/min

Size 50kN

10

Move the crosshead to apply the first required load noting that the speed can be varied
during the calibration using the keys shown earlier.

11

When the required load is applied, press the 0 key on the numerical keypad to stop the
machine WITH THE LOAD HELD by the motor servo electronics. Do NOT press the
STOP button because the servo will switch off and the crosshead will fall slightly so the
required load will no longer be applied.

12

If the displayed load reading is NOT within specification, enter a calibration point by
pressing the key under CAL POINT to display the Cal Point screen shown below:True Load
XXXXX N
Measured Load XXXXX N
Change
Accept
True
Tension

13

Accept
T+C

Cancel

The value displayed for the True Load will be automatically set to the nearest valid load
according to the table below which is designed to meet various international standards,
e.g. BS EN ISO 7500-1 and ASTM E4.
For example, if the console displays a load of 20.04kN, the true load will be set to
20.000kN, if the console displays a load of 5.01kN, the true load will be set to 5.000kN
and if the console displays a load of 2.502kN, the true load will be set to 2.500kN etc.
If a "Non Standard" calibration point is required, press the key under CHANGE TRUE
then enter the required True Load value.
Measured Load as a % of
Load Cell Value
less than 10%
10% to 30%
above 30%

14

Default True Load as a %
of Load Cell Value
nearest 1%
nearest 5%
nearest 10%

Press the key under ACCEPT TENSION to store the calibration point into the loadcell
EEPROM then redisplay the previous screen. Note that if the loadcell is NOT going to
be subsequently verified in the COMPRESSION mode, press the key under ACCEPT
T+C to calculate the store a calibration point for both TENSION and COMPRESSION.
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15

Press the slow up jog key or press a number key to restart the crosshead in the up
direction and continue the calibration by applying the required loads up to the full scale
value of the loadcell, entering calibration points as necessary.

16

When the full scale force has been applied, press the FAST JOG DOWN key to select a
downward movement of the crosshead then remove the load by pressing the relevant
number key to select a suitable speed.

17

The loadcell can be verified in the compression mode by following the same procedure
except that the FAST JOG DOWN key is used instead of the FAST JOG UP key to
select the compressive direction.

18

When all the required calibration points have been entered, the loadcell MUST then be
RE-VERIFIED as shown in the previous section.

NOTES:1

Although the loadcell overload circuit WILL protect the loadcell, it is advised
that the machine is NOT left RUNNING UNATTENDED during calibration.

2

A single calibration point may be deleted by pressing the key under DELETE when on the
VIEW POINTS screen.

11.5

Setting the Machine Type and Start Up Company Name

This procedure is only required during initial installation (if the start up name of Lloyd
Instruments is to be changed) or if the Motor Drive PCB has been replaced.
1

Press the key under >to display the second diagnostic screen shown below
Diagnostics
Setup
Machine

2

External
Extensometer

Slow Jog
<

Press the key under MACHINE SETUP to display the Setup Machine screen shown
below:-

Serial
Number
XXXX
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Identity
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3

The Machine Type may be selected by pressing the key under MACHINE IDENTITY
which displays the screen shown below:Select machine identity
LR10K Plus
<

>

4

The < and > keys scroll through list of pre-programmed machine types. Select the
required machine then press the ENTER key to store the value and return to the Setup
Machine screen.

5

The Serial Number of the machine may be entered by pressing the key under SERIAL
NUMBER to display the screen shown below:Change or Accept machine serial number
BkSp

XXXX
Clear All

6

Enter the required Serial Number using the keypad then press the ENTER key to store
the value in the loadcell EEPROM and return to the Setup Machine screen. Press the
ENTER key again to return to the Diagnostics screen.

7

The Start Up Company Name may be selected by pressing the key under COMPANY
IDENTITY which displays the screen shown below:Select company identity
Lloyd Instruments Ltd
<
>

8

The < and > keys scroll through list of pre-programmed companies. Select the
required name then press the ENTER key to store the name and return to the Setup
Machine screen.

Note that the option of SET MACHINE DETAIL should NOT be selected because this is only
for special machines. If this option is accidentally selected, the settings can be reset by
reselecting the correct machine type as shown above.
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11.6

Installing an External Extensometer

An /E Series Analogue or Digital External Extensometer can be connected to the 25 pin D
socket on the rear of the machine via the extensometer plug which contains an 04/1408
extensometer amplifier/connector PCB. These extensometers will be supplied ready for use with
the bit scale already defined.
Other series of extensometers may be converted by using an adapter kit 07/2053/S which
consists of an 04/1408 extensometer PCB and a metal 25 way D housing. A converted Analogue
Extensometer will require the amplifier gain and bit scale to be set and a converted Digital
Extensometer will require the bit scale to be set.
11.7

Converting an Analogue Extensometer

To connect a self powered 10V full scale extensometer to the machine (e.g. LASERSCAN or
EXL750), connect the extensometer output from the RING of the output socket to T1 on the
04/1408 extensometer PCB and the extensometer ground to T2. The amplifier IC1 on the
extensometer PCB is set to a gain of 1 by fitting links LK1 and LK2 on the PCB and the amplifier
IC2 is set to a gain of 0.8 by fitting a 12K resistor for R8.
To connect a strain gauge extensometer to the machine (e.g. STGA Series), connect the 4 wires
to the 04/1408 extensometer PCB as shown below:STGA WIRE COLOUR
YELLOW
GREEN
BLUE
RED

04/1408 TERMINAL
T1
T2
T3
T4

04/1408 FUNCTION
INPUT (-)
INPUT (+)
EXCITATION (-)
EXCITATION (+)

If the extensometer has a sensitivity of 2mV/V or less, remove links LK1 and LK2 to give an
amplifier gain of 1000. If the extensometer has a gain of more than 2mV/V, fit link1 but remove
LK2 to give an amplifier gain of 100. The amplifier IC2 is set to the required gain by selecting a
suitable value for resistor R8 using the formulas below:Amplifier gain set to 1000

R8 =

30
mV / V

K Ohms

Amplifier gain set to 100

R8 =

300
mV / V

K Ohms

Calculate the extensometer bit scale using the formula below:Extension Range (mm)
26215
Refer to section 11.9 to complete the conversion.
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11.8

Converting a Digital Extensometer

A +5V supply is available on terminal T14 on the 04/1408 extensometer PCB and the ground is
available on terminal T7.
If a single encoder is used, the encoder outputs are connected to terminals T10 and T11 on the
PCB. If two encoders are used, to give a differential extension, the second encoder output is
connected to terminals T12 and T13 on the PCB
The extensometer bit scale is the encoder resolution in mm and if it is not known, it can be can
calculated by moving the extensometer a known distance. Refer to section 11.9 to complete the
conversion.
11.9

Setting the Extensometer Type, Serial Number and Bit Scale

This should only be required if an extensometer has been converted for use with the
machine or if the extensometer EEPROM has been accidentally erased.
1

Press the key under >to display the second diagnostic screen shown below
Diagnostics
Setup
Machine

2

External
Extensometer

<

Press the key under EXTERNAL EXTENSOMETER to display the Calibrate External
Extensometer screen shown below:-

Serial
Number
XXXX

3

Slow Jog

Calibrate External Extensometer
Type
XXXX

Set
Detail

Calibrate
or Verify

Press the key under SERIAL NUMBER to display the Change Extensometer Serial
Number screen shown below:Change Extensometer Serial Number
Bksp

XXXXX
Clear All

Enter the serial number then press the ENTER key.
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4

Press the key under TYPE to display the Change Extensometer Type screen shown
below:Change Extensometer Type
EXH750
<

>

5

The < and > keys scroll through list of pre-programmed extensometer types. If the
extensometer is a "Standard" type, select it then press the ENTER key. If the
extensometer is not a "Standard" type, select any of the extensometers in the list.

6

Press the key under SET DETAIL to display the screen shown below:Select Input Type
Analogue Input
<
>

7

Select the required extensometer type, i.e. Analogue Input or Digital Input then press
the ENTER key to display the screen shown below:Select Data Value Type
Extension Data Source
<
>

8

Select "Extension Data Source" then press the ENTER key to display the screen shown
below:This Extensometer has a Range Setting
<

9

No
>

Select Yes if the analogue extensometer has a manual range switch otherwise select No.
Press the ENTER key to display the screen shown below:Enter Bit Scale
Bksp
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10

Enter the calculated bit scale for an analogue extensometer and the actual bit scale for a
digital extensometer. If the exact bit scale of a digital extensometer is not known, enter
an estimated value (e.g. 0.001mm) then correct this value during the calibration. Press
the ENTER key to display the screen shown below:Enter Positive Full Scale
Bksp

11

XXXXX

Clear All

Enter the maximum travel of the extensometer in the Tension mode then press the
ENTER key to display the screen shown below:-

Enter Negative Full Scale
XXXXX
Bksp

12

Clear All

Enter the maximum travel of the extensometer in the Compression mode then press the
ENTER key to display the screen shown below:Enter External Device Description
XXXXX
Bksp

11

Clear All

If the extensometer is a "Standard" type, press the ENTER key.
If the extensometer is not a "Standard" type, change the description to a suitable name,
e.g. LVDT, CS5000 etc. then press the ENTER key to save the data into the EEPROM.

11.10

Verifying an Analogue Extensometer

It is recommended that each extensometer is VERIFIED (checked) for accuracy at yearly
intervals. The verification procedure involves either moving the extensometer arms by a known
distance (contacting extensometer) or by moving a reflective target by a known distance (non
contacting extensometer) then checking that the extension displayed on the console LCD is
within the required accuracy (usually 0.5% or 1%).
If the displayed extension readings are found to be within the required accuracy then no further
action is required. However, if the extensometer does NOT achieve the required accuracy,
then it has to be CALIBRATED by entering calibration points.
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Note that an extensometer can ONLY be Verified or Calibrated if an accurate means
of measuring extension is available. For small extensions, say up to 25mm, slip gauges,
a calibrated micrometer or a calibrated vernier can be used and for extensions above
this value a calibrated engineers rule may be used.
1

Press the key under > to display the second diagnostic screen shown below
Diagnostics
Setup
Machine

2

<

Press the key under EXTERNAL EXTENSOMETER to display the Calibrate External
Extensometer screen shown below:-

Serial
Number
XXXX

3

External
Extensometer

Calibrate External Extensometer
Type
XXXX

Set
Detail

Calibrate
or Verify

Press the key under CALIBRATE OR VERIFY to display the screen shown below:Serial Number XXXXX
Measured Ext XXXX mm
Clear
Cal
Points
Point

Type XXXXX
View
Points

4

Attach the extensometer to the calibration device and set to zero extension.

5

Press the Zero key on the control console to zero the machine's extension display.

6

Move the calibration device to the first required position then note the extension value
displayed on the console.

7

Continue the verification by moving the calibration device at the required intervals up to
the full range of the extensometer.

8

Enter the noted extension values into the verification sheet then calculate the
extensometer accuracy according to the relevant local standards.

9

If the extensometer meets the required standard, issue a Calibration Certificate.

10

If the extensometer does NOT meet the required standard, press the Accept
key twice to return to the Diagnostic screen then Calibrate the extensometer
as shown below.
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11.11 Calibrating an Analogue Extensometer
Note that an extensometer can ONLY be Verified or Calibrated if an accurate means
of measuring extension is available. For small extensions, say up to 25mm, slip gauges,
a calibrated micrometer or a calibrated vernier can be used and for extensions above
this value a calibrated engineers rule may be used
1

Press the key under > to display the second diagnostic screen shown below
Diagnostics
Setup
Machine

2

External
Extensometer

<

Press the key under EXTERNAL EXTENSOMETER to display the Calibrate External
Extensometer screen shown below:Calibrate External Extensometer
Serial
Number
XXXX

3

Type
XXXX

Set
Detail

Calibrate
or Verify

Press the key under CALIBRATE OR VERIFY to display the screen shown below:Serial Number XXXXX
Measured Ext XXXX mm
Clear
Cal
Points
Point

Type XXXXX
View
Points

4

Press the key under CLEAR POINTS then press the key under YES to erase ALL
previous calibration data.

5

Attach the extensometer to the calibration device and set the calibration device to zero
extension.

6

Press the key under CAL POINT to display the Cal Point screen shown below:True Ext
XXXXX N
Measured Ext XXXXX N
Change
Accept
True
Tension

7

Cancel

Press the key under ACCEPT TENSION to store the zero point into the extensometer
EEPROM then redisplay the previous screen.
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8

Press the Zero key on the control console to zero the machine's extension display.

9

Move the calibration device to the first required position then note the extension value
displayed on the console.

10

If the displayed extension reading is NOT within specification, enter a calibration point
by pressing the key under CAL POINT to display the Cal Point screen shown below:True Ext
XXXXX N
Measured Ext XXXXX N
Change
Accept
True
Tension

Accept
T+C

Cancel

11

The value displayed for the True Extension will be automatically set to the nearest 1%,
5% or 10%. If the indicated True Extension is not as required, press the key under
CHANGE TRUE then enter the required True Extension value.

12

Press the key under ACCEPT TENSION to store the calibration point into the
Extensometer EEPROM then redisplay the previous screen.

13

Continue the verification by moving the calibration device at the required intervals up to
the full range of the extensometer, entering calibration points as necessary.

14

When all the required calibration points have been entered, the extensometer MUST
then be RE-VERIFIED as shown in the previous section.

NOTE:A single calibration point may be deleted by pressing the key under DELETE when on the
VIEW POINTS screen.

11.12 Calibrating and Verifying a Digital Extensometer
Note that an extensometer can ONLY be Verified or Calibrated if an accurate means
of measuring extension is available. For small extensions, say up to 25mm, slip gauges,
a calibrated micrometer or a calibrated vernier can be used and for extensions above
this value a calibrated engineers rule may be used
1

Press the key under > to display the second diagnostic screen shown below
Diagnostics
Setup
Machine
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2

Press the key under EXTERNAL EXTENSOMETER to display the Calibrate External
Extensometer screen shown below:-

Serial
Number
XXXX

3

Calibrate External Extensometer
Type
XXXX

Set
Detail

Calibrate
or Verify

Press the key under CALIBRATE OR VERIFY to display the screen shown below:Serial Number XXXXX
Measured Ext XXXX mm
Clear
Cal
Points
Point

Type XXXXX
View
Points

4

Attach the extensometer to the calibration device and set to zero extension.

5

Press the Zero key on the control console to zero the machine's extension display.

6

Move the calibration device to the full range of the extensometer.

7

Check that the displayed extension value is within the required accuracy. If not, calculate
the correction factor using the formula shown below:Actual Extension
Extension Display
e.g. if the displayed extension is 50.07mm and the actual extension is 50.00mm, then the
correction factor is 50.07 / 50 = 0.9986.

8

If the error is to be corrected, move to the Enter Bit Scale screen as shown in section
11.9.

9

Multiply the original BIT SCALE value by the calculated correction factor then enter the
new value as the BIT SCALE.
e.g. if the bit scale is 0.0078 and the correction factor is 0.9986 then the new bit scale is
0.0078 * 0.9986

10

=

0.00778908.

Recheck the extension display and apply further corrections if required.
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11.13 Production Soak Testing
The soak test allows the machine to be cycled, without load, for an extended period prior to
despatch or for checking an intermittent fault etc. To use this feature, move the crosshead to
the required position for the first limit then ZERO the machine. Press the GO button to start
the machine or the STOP button to stop it. The default setup is for 350 cycles with the
crosshead cycling between the first limit of 0.0mm to the second limit of 750mm at a speed of
250 mm/min but these values can be altered as shown on the screen below:-

Number
of Cycles
350

Press GO to run the Soak Test
Speed
First
250
750.0
mm/min
mm

Second
0.0
mm

To change the cycle setup, press the required button noting that the maximum number of
cycles that can be entered is 10000.
When the soak test is being performed, the screen below will be shown:Performing test
SOAK_TEST
Moving to first limit. Cycle 1
Extension ↑ 1.5mm
Load 0N

When the test has ended, either by the required number of cycles or by pressing the STOP
button, the screen below will be shown:Soak Test finished
Press ENTER to cancel

Press the ENTER key twice to return to the Diagnostics screen.

11.14 PC Diagnostic Mode
See diagram 04/1393 sheet D in section 15
This mode is used to read the voltages fed to the 16 way multiplexer, IC9. Note that a resistor
chain halves the +15V and -15V power supplies before being fed to the multiplexer so these
voltages will be displayed as approx. +7V5 and -7V5. The +15V is reduced by R5 / R9 and the 15V is reduced by R11 / R12.
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1

Switch the Machine On.

2

Connect the RS232 cable to the PC and to the rear 9 pin socket of the machine.

3

Start Windows Hyperterminal and set the Baud Rate to 57,600 with 8 Data Bits, 1 Stop Bit
and No Parity.

4

Type the word test on the Hyperterminal screen.

5

The following menu will be displayed on the screen:System self test:
options:
r - run loopback test
v - display voltages
m - menu

6

Press "v" (lower case) to run the voltage test which displays a list of voltages as shown
below where ch[0] etc indicates the multiplexer input channel number. Note that the text
shown on the right identifies the voltages but is not displayed on the screen.
Voltages:
ch[0] = 5.0067V
ch[1] = 4.0070V
ch[2] = 0.0000V
ch[3] = 0.0000V
ch[4] = -0.0003V
ch[5] = 3.9981V
ch[6] = 7.3532V
ch[7] = -0.0037V
ch[8] = -0.0003V
ch[9] = -0.0079V
ch[10] = 0.3635V
ch[11] = 0.3534V
ch[12] = 4.0073V
ch[13] = 4.0073V
ch[14] = -0.0064V
ch[15] = -7.3007V

5V Supply
4V Reference Voltage
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Loadcell Excitation
+ve Power Supply / 2
Loadcell Amplifier Output
Ground Reference
Not Used
Not Used
Analogue Extensometer Signal
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
-ve Power Supply / 2

7

If the marked voltages shown above are correct, then the Power Supplies and the ADC are
working correctly. If the voltages are incorrect, remove the lower rear cover and measure
them with a DC voltmeter as shown in the tables listed in the FaultFinding section.

8

If the voltages measured with a DC voltmeter are correct, then the MT Control PCB is
faulty and must be replaced.

9

Close the Windows Hyperterminal program.
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11.15 Exporting and Importing Loadcell Data Points
The loadcell calibration points stored in the loadcell EEPROM may be exported to a PC, e.g. to
Windows Hyperterminal, for reference purposes. These values may be easily re-entered into the
loadcell EEPROM if the data becomes corrupt so the loadcell calibration can be reset without
having to use calibration equipment.
The data points can be exported by selecting the diagnostic mode then following the steps below:1

Connect the RS232 cable to the PC and to the rear 9 pin socket of the machine.

2

Start Windows Hyperterminal and set the Baud Rate to 9,600 with 8 Data Bits, 1 Stop Bit
and No Parity.

3
4

Enter the diagnostic mode.
Select VIEW POINTS, select CAL POINTS then select PRINT CAL POINTS.
A report will be produced similar to that shown below:Lloyd Instruments Ltd
Machine Type
Machine serial number
Load Cell Size
Load Cell serial number
Number of cal points
Cal Point
Measured
1
-32768
2
-26282
3
9
4
26278
5
32767

LRX PLUS
10123
5kN
015318
5
True
-32768
-26216
-1
26212
32767

To re-enter data points, select CAL POINTS then repeatedly press the > arrow until the option
of ADD is shown.
Select ADD, enter the TRUE value (DATA Y) then enter the MEASURED VALUE (DATA X).
Repeat until all the required points have been entered.
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12. SPARE PARTS
12.1

General

This section contains a list of replaceable parts to enable part numbers to be easily identified.
The part number of the main machines are:LF Plus
LF Plus Basic Frame
LRX Plus
LR5K Plus
LR10K Plus

12.2

Many part numbers depending upon options fitted
07/2163
01/2962
01/3051
01/3052

Spares List

10 Amp Mains Input Fuse
(also used on LRX Plus Motor Drive PCB)

FLK/0019/00

Battery Backed RAM (M48T35Y - 70PC)
ICI/0652/00
(If this is replaced, its time MUST be set by running the NEXYGEN console)
Console LCD Display
LF Plus Console Keypad
LRX Plus/LR5K Plus/LR10K Plus Console Keypad

LCD/0007/00
KBT/0045/00
KBT/0042/00

LRX Plus Magnetic Limit Switch
LRX Plus Magnetic Limit Slider
LF Plus/LR5K Plus/LR10K Plus Limit Microswitches
LR5K Plus/LR10K Plus Top Safety Microswitch

02/0353
02/0325
SWT/0085/00
SWT/0201/00

LF Plus Blind Assembly
LRX Plus Blind Assembly
LR5K Plus/LR10K Plus Blind Assembly
LR5K Plus/LR10K Plus Tensator Assembly

COV/0629/00
COV/0579/00
07/1375
07/2014

LF Plus Crosshead Loom
LRX Plus Crosshead Loom
LR5K Plus/LR10K Plus Crosshead Loom
LR5K Plus/LR10K Plus Console Loom
RS232 Loom

09/0825
09/0749
09/0718
09/0710
09/0639
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LF Plus Motor and Gearbox
LF Plus Encoder
LF Plus Encoder Belt

MOT/0108/00
ENC/0007/00
BLT/0428/00

LRX Plus Motor, Gearbox and Encoder
LRX Motor Assembly

MOT/0225/00
07/2080

LR5K Plus/LR10K Plus Motor
LR5K Plus/LR10K Plus Encoder
LR5K Plus/LR10K Plus Encoder Belt
LR5K Plus Gearbox
LR10K Plus Gearbox
LR5K Plus Drive Motor Assembly
LR10K Plus Drive Motor Assembly

MOT/0227/00
09/0822
BLT/0118/00
GRT/0056/00
GRT/0057/00
07/2121
07/2122

Loadcell Amplifier (contained inside the loadcell plug)
MT Control PCB
Console PCB

04/1370
04/1401
04/1403

LF Plus Motor Drive PCB (Low Power)
LRX Plus/LR5K/LR10K Plus Motor Drive PCB (Medium Power)

04/1426
04/1416

LF Plus Crosshead PCB
LRX Plus Crosshead PCB

04/1431
04/1417

Digital and Analogue Switch Mode Power Supply Unit

PSU/0390/00
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SPARE PARTS
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13. MODIFICATIONS
13.1

General

This section contains the list of production changes and may also include any additional
modification information that may be issued by Lloyd Instruments Ltd.
Any modifications will be issued in the form of a new Title page together with the additional
application information. The original Title page should be replaced together with the additional
pages as soon as they are received so this page will show the additions.
13.2

Production Changes

A modification label is fitted to each machine near to the mains input socket to indicate the build
modification level. The lowest number that is visible indicates the level, i.e. if numbers 1 to 2 are
painted over, then the machine was built to modification level 3.

LF PLUS
Mod No
1

Description
Initial Release

2

Underside of crosshead machined to accept low value XLC loadcell block

LRX PLUS
Mod No
1

Description
Loadcell Connector PCB moved from left hand side of Crosshead
to top of crosshead

2

R46 and R47 removed on 04/1416 Motor Drive PCB

3

Initial Release

LRX PLUSCC
Mod No

Description

1

Initial Release
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LR5K Plus
Mod No

Description

1

Initial Release

LR10K Plus
Mod No

Description

1

Initial Release
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14. MECHANICAL DRAWINGS
14.1

List of Mechanical Drawings

LF Plus
LRX Plus
LR5K Plus

LF Plus Machine
LRX Plus Machine
LR5K and LR10K Plus Machine

01/2962
01/2962
01/3064

LRX Plus Frame Assembly
LRX Plus Base Assembly
LRX Plus Splinter Shield

01/2365
01/2480

10kN XLC Loadcell
100N XLC Loadcell

10
11

04/1370
04/1401
04/1403
04/1408
04/1416
04/1417
04/1419
04/1426
04/1431

XLC Loadcell Amplifier Layout
MT Control PCB Layout - See 07/2007
Console PCB Layout
Extensometer PCB Layout
Medium Power Motor Drive PCB
LRX Plus Crosshead PCB Layout
Plotter Interface PCB Layout
Low Power Motor Drive PCB Layout
LF Plus Crosshead PCB Layout

12
13
14
15
16
17
18 and 19
20

07/1375
07/2007
07/2011
07/2014
07/2076
07/2078
07/2079
07/2080
07/2082
07/2083

LR5K/10K Plus Column Blind Assembly
MT Control PCB Layout
LR5K/10K Plus Console Assembly
LR5K/10K Plus Tensator Assembly
LRX Plus Mains Switch Assembly
LRX Plus Column Assembly
LRX Plus Moving Crosshead Assembly
LRX Plus Motor Assembly
LRX Plus Console Assembly
LRX Plus Electronics Assembly

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

07/2119
07/2120
07/2121
07/2123
07/2124

LR5K/10K Plus Base Assembly
LR5K/10K Plus Moving Crosshead Assembly
LR5K/10K Plus Motor Assembly
LR5K/10K Plus Limit Switch Assembly
LR5K/10K Plus Power Supply Assembly

31
32
33
34
35
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5
6 and 7
8
9
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07/2125
07/2163
07/2164
07/2165
07/2166
07/2167

LR5K/10K Plus Emergency Stop Switch Assembly
LF Plus Frame Assembly
LF Plus Limit Switch Assembly
LF Plus Moving Crosshead Assembly
LF Plus Column Assembly
LF Plus Console Assembly

09/0639
09/0718
09/0822

RS232 Loom
LR5K/10K Plus Crosshead Loom
LR5K.10K Plus Encoder Loom

50
51
52

20/0082

Loadcell Eye End Chart

53

CS4564

Splinter Shield Wiring

54
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36
37 to 43
44
45
46 to 48
49
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LF PLUS MACHINE
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LRX PLUS MACHINE
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LR5K PLUS AND LR10K PLUS MACHINES
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01/2962 LRX PLUS MAINFRAME

MECHANICAL DRAWINGS
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01/2962 LRX PLUS MAINFRAME

MECHANICAL DRAWINGS
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01/2962 LRX PLUS BASE ASSEMBLY

MECHANICAL DRAWINGS
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Instructions for fitting the interlock switch and
magnet for the shield on to the
LRX plus Materials Testing Machine.
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01/3064 LRX PLUS SPLINTER SHIELD

MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

These instructions are to used in conjunction
with the instructions for fitting the shield
assembly (07/ 2058).
1. Carefully drill and tap two M4 holes and drill
a Dia 7 hole (for the switch cable) into the Lower
Crosshead Casting as shown in "Detail A". In
particular protect the internal ribbon cable that
passes through the rectangular hole in the base
of the casting behind the Dia 7 hole.
2. If not already done, extend the lead on the
magnetic switch to 500mm and fit crimps for a 4
way 0.1" pitch Molex plug. Wires to pins 1 & 2.
Fit the plug body after the switch has been
assembled to the machine.
3. Fit the Magnetic Switch (2) to the Block (3)
using M3 screws (5). Fit the Block (3) to the
Casting with M4 screws (11)
4. Pass the cable through the hole in the
casting and route it through the base assembly
of the machine, restraining it to avoid belts etc.,
fit the plug body (crimps to pins 1 & 2) and
connect to CN7 on the Drive Board. Remove
the jumper if fitted.
5. If not already done, assemble the Magnet (1)
to the Plate (4) with M3 screws and washers
(5,6,7) as shown in Detail B. Fit the plate to the
Shield using the screw fixing one of the rollers
and using M5 Screw etc. (8,9,10) when
assembling the rest of the shield.
Check for operation of the Magnet Switch when
the magnet approaches it. Adjust the position of
the magnet or switch as necessary.
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01/2365 10KN XLC LOADCELL

MECHANICAL DRAWINGS
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01/2480 100N XLC LOADCELL
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04/1370 XLC LOADCELL AMPLIFIER LAYOUT
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04/1403 CONSOLE PCB LAYOUT

MECHANICAL DRAWINGS
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04/1408 EXTENSOMETER PCB LAYOUT

MECHANICAL DRAWINGS
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

04/1416 MEDIUM POWER MOTOR DRIVE PCB
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

04/1417 LRX PLUS CROSSHEAD PCB LAYOUT
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

04/1419 PLOTTER INTERFACE PCB LAYOUT
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

04/1426 LOW POWER DRIVE PCB LAYOUT (A)
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

04/1426 LOW POWER DRIVE PCB LAYOUT (B)
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

04/1431 LF PLUS CROSSHEAD PCB LAYOUT
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07/1375 LR5K PLUS COLUMN BLIND ASSEMBLY
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07/2007 MT CONTROL PCB LAYOUT
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

07/2011 LR5K/10K PLUS CONSOLE ASSEMBLY
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

07/2014 LR5K PLUS TENSATOR ASSEMBLY
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

07/2076 LRX PLUS MAINS SWITCH ASSEMBLY
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

07/2078 LRX PLUS COLUMN ASSEMBLY
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS
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07/2079 LRX PLUS MOVING CROSSHEAD ASSEMBLY
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07/2080 LRX PLUS MOTOR ASSEMBLY

MECHANICAL DRAWINGS
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

07/2082 LRX PLUS CONSOLE ASSEMBLY
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

07/2083 LRX PLUS ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

07/2119 LR5K/10K PLUS BASE ASSEMBLY
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS
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07/2120 LR5K/10K PLUS MOVING CROSSHEAD ASSEMBLY
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

07/2121 LR5K/10K PLUS MOTOR ASSEMBLY
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

34

07/2123 LR5K/10K PLUS LIMIT SWITCH ASSEMBLY
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

35

07/2124 LR5K/10K PLUS POWER SUPPLY ASSEMBLY
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

07/2125 LR5K/10K PLUS EMERGENCY STOP ASSEMBLY
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07/2163 LF PLUS FRAME ASSEMBLY SHEET 1
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To Control Panel

X

Blue
(3)

To Input Socket, PSU, Transformer

Blue
(3)

To Input Socket, PSU, Transformer

To Control Panel

X

07/2163 LF PLUS FRAME ASSEMBLY SHEET 2
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

07/2163 LF PLUS FRAME ASSEMBLY SHEET 3
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To Motor

To Transformer

Yellow

MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

Red

Black

07/2163 LF PLUS FRAME ASSEMBLY SHEET 4
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Orange
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

07/2163 LF PLUS FRAME ASSEMBLY SHEET 5
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

07/2163 LF PLUS FRAME ASSEMBLY SHEET 6
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LOADCELL

EXTENSOMETER

!

RS232

!

EXTENSOMETER

7.5Vdc

CAUTION
NO USER SERVICEABLE
PARTS INSIDE !

!
CAUTION

!

NO USER SERVICEABLE
PARTS INSIDE !
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RS232

!

07/2163 LF PLUS FRAME ASSEMBLY SHEET 7
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

07/2164 LF PLUS LIMIT SWITCH ASSEMBLY
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS
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07/2165 LF PLUS MOVING CROSSHEAD ASSEMBLY
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

07/2166 LF PLUS COLUMN ASSEMBLY SHEET 1
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

07/2166 LF PLUS COLUMN ASSEMBLY SHEET 2
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

07/2166 LF PLUS COLUMN ASSEMBLY SHEET 3
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07/2167 LF PLUS CONSOLE ASSEMBLY
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Blue

Brown
Blue

Red/
Brown
Grey/
Blue
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09/0639 RS232 LOOM

MECHANICAL DRAWINGS
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

09/0718 LR5K PLUS CROSSHEAD LOOM
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MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

09/0822 LR5K/10K PLUS ENCODER LOOM
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20/0082 LOADCELL EYE END CHART

MECHANICAL DRAWINGS
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CS4564 SPLINTER SHIELD WIRING

MECHANICAL DRAWINGS
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15. ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS
15.1

List of Electrical Drawings

Most of the Lloyd Electrical drawings are in A3 format and are shown as two A4 drawings for
viewing on a PC. These drawings are also available in A3 format from Lloyd instruments Ltd.
Note that the MT Control PCB used on the Plus Series is part number 04/1401 which is an
04/1393 PCB with some components not fitted. The drawings in this manual are of the 04/1393
and the list below details which main components are not fitted:Sheet 1

All components fitted - note that the power connector CN2 is a test point.

Sheet 2

All components fitted - note that the second RS232 connector CN7 is used by
production test.

Sheet 3

IC13, IC37, IC38, IC39 and IC44 are not fitted.

Sheet 4

IC29, IC30, IC31, IC32, IC33, IC34 and IC35 are not fitted.
IC19, IC20 and IC36 are fitted but are not used.

04/1370

Loadcell Amplifier

2

04/1393

MT Control PCB
Sheets 1, 2, 3 and 4

3 to 10

04/1403

Console PCB

11

04/1408

Extensometer Amplifier

12

04/1416

Medium Power Drive PCB

13 and 14

04/1417

LRX Plus Crosshead PCB

15

04/1419

Plotter Interface PCB

16

04/1426

Low Power Drive PCB

17 and 18

04/1431

LF Plus Crosshead PCB

19
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04/1370 LOADCELL AMPLIFIER

ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS
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04/1393 MT CONTROL PCB SHEET A
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04/1393 MT CONTROL PCB SHEET A
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04/1393 MT CONTROL PCB SHEET B
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04/1393 MT CONTROL PCB SHEET B
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04/1393 MT CONTROL PCB SHEET C
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04/1393 MT CONTROL PCB SHEET C
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04/1393 MT CONTROL PCB SHEET D
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04/1393 MT CONTROL PCB SHEET D
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04/1403 CONSOLE PCB

ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS
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04/1408 EXTENSOMETER AMPLIFIER

ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS
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04/1416 MEDIUM POWER DRIVE PCB
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04/1416 MEDIUM MOTOR DRIVE PCB
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04/1417 LRX PLUS CROSSHEAD PCB

ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS
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04/1419 PLOTTER INTERFACE PCB
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04/1426 LOW POWER DRIVE PCB
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04/1426 LOW POWER DRIVE PCB
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04/1431 LF PLUS CROSSHEAD PCB
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